OUR GUARANTEE

You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new, and all books are hardbound unless marked otherwise. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days. Most items are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check.
Superhero Comics

7919255 METAL MEN: Full Metal Jacket. By Len Wein. They’re the bleeding edge of robotics technology, infused by inventor Dr. Will Magnus with the abilities—and emotions—of the elements that bind our world together. They’re the Metal Men, the perfect combination of superhero and supercomputer—but like all computers, they can be hacked. Collects the Metal Men stories from Legends of Tomorrow #1-6. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

7938721 WONDER WOMAN/CONAN. By Gail Simone. She is Diana of Themyscira, warrior princess of the Amazons. He is Conan the Cimmerian, barbarian scourge of a dozen civilizations. Alone, each is unstoppable. But what happens when these two heroes meet face to face? Collects Wonder Woman/Conan #1-6. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

7885504 WONDER WOMAN BY GEORGE PEREZ, VOLUME 1. et al. Discover the origins of Wonder Woman with this collection of adventures, and meet the world’s greatest heroine. Collects Wonder Woman #1-14; Who’s Who: The Definitive Directory of the DC Universe #26; Who’s Who Update ’87 #1-3; Wonder Woman #120, Wonder Woman, Volume 1: Gods and Mortals; and Wonder Woman, Volume 2: Challenge of the Gods, 340 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

7883625 BATMAN: Ghosts. By Sam Kieth. Homeless men and women are turning up dead all over Gotham City. The only clue left behind is a yellow powder: sulfur. Batman soon encounters the murderer and is shocked to find that it truly seems to be a monster—a shapeless creature, almost like a ghost. Collects Batman Confidential #40-45 and Batman/Lobo: Deadly Serious #1-2. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

7891387 SUICIDE SQUAD, BOOK 3: Rebirth Deluxe Edition. By Rob Williams. Harley Quinn, Deadshot, Killer Crock, Captain Boomerang, the Enchantress—as members of the Suicide Squad, they’re taking on America’s most dangerous and impossible covert missions. Collects Suicide Squad #21-32. DC Comics. Pub. at $34.99 $11.95

7891379 SUICIDE SQUAD, BOOK 2: Rebirth Deluxe Edition. By Rob Williams et al. They’re treacherous. They’re duplicitous. They’re murderously rambunctious. But they’re also nobody’s fools. Collects Suicide Squad Special: War Crimes #1 and Suicide Squad #9-20. DC Comics. Pub. at $34.99 $11.95

Due to a Supreme Court decision, we are now required to collect applicable state sales tax (which may include city and county taxes) based on the delivery address of your order. If tax is due and your order will be shipped to the address preprinted on the order form, your tax rate is printed under the address. ★ means that Postage & Handling is NOT part of the taxable amount.

If you are shipping this order to one of the following states please add sales tax:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Sales Tax Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>4.166%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KY</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJ</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>5.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>4.166%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>5.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>6%</td>
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</tr>
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<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
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States in red above also have local taxes. To get the total rate go to HamiltonBook.com/tax

1 Alaska has no state tax but may have a city or borough tax.
Superhero Comics

779067 Action Comics #1000: Deluxe Edition. By Dan Jurgens et al. For over eight decades, Superman has been inspiring fans all across the globe. The Man of Steel has saved Metropolis—and the world—countless times over, but he's not done yet! Begin the next chapter of the iconic superhero's journey. Collects: Action Comics #1, and Action Comics #1000. 160 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

7932405 Daredevil Omnibus, Volume One: The Man Without Fear! By Ed Brubaker. For the past few years, Matt Murdock's life has been teetering on the edge of destruction. The question is, when his back is against the wall, just how far will Daredevil go to get back what is his? Collects Daredevil #82-105. Marvel. Pub. at $100.00 $44.95

7885334 Marvel Universe vs. Wolverine. By Jonathan Maberry. Chaos washes over the streets of New York when the Amazing Spider-man becomes patient zero in a global epidemic that turns its victims into predatory cannibals! One by one, the heroes of the Marvel Universe succumb to this incurable mutation. Humanity's last hope, Wolverine, races to find the key to the cure. Collects Marvel Universe vs. Wolverine #1-4. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

1923374 Batman Arkham: Joker's Daughter. By Bob Rozakis et al. Duela Dent claims to be the child of many of Gotham City's most infamous super-villains, but there's one name she is always known by: the Joker's Daughter! Collects Batman Family #6, #8-9, #10; Joker's Daughter: Batman #1; Batman the Dark Knight #24.4; Detective Comics #482-483; Teen Titans #48; Titans Secret Files and Origins #2 and Teen Titans/Outsiders Secret Files and Origins #1. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

7843704 Justice League of America: The Nail. By Alan Davis. In Elseworlds, heroes are taken from their usual settings and put into strange times and places—some that have existed or might have existed, and others that can't, couldn't or shouldn't exist. Collects: JLA: The Nail #1-3 and JLA: Another Nail #1-3. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95 $14.95

788348X The Batman Adventures: Mad Love. By Paul Dini. This story reveals the origins of Harley Quinn as she proves her love to the Joker by trying to eliminate the Dark Knight on her own! Also features a behind the scenes look at the layouts and color guides. Collects The Batman Adventures: Mad Love, Harley Quinn #14. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

7778139 The Brave and the Bold: Batman and Woman Wonder. By Liam Sharp. Wonder Woman and Batman are called upon to travel to the magical world to solve the murder of the King of Tir Na Nog. The faerie folk of another realm hope that the heroines can repair the killer, there will be peace. Collects The Brave and The Bold: Batman and Wonder Woman #1-6. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

7938616 Superman, Volume 3: The Golden Age Omnibus. By Jerry Siegel et al. From the offices of the Daily Planet to the four corners of the Earth, Superman is there to face such varied villains as the Frankster, Toyman, the Golden Metallo, and the Puzzler. Collects Action Comics #48-65; Superman #16-24; and World's Finest Comics #6-10. 788 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $75.00 $29.95

7843739 The Mighty Avengers: Dark Reign. By Dan Slott. When darkness reigns, founding Avenger Hank Pym realizes the world again needs Earth's Mightiest Heroes! Can this fledgling group of Avengers overcome threats such as the chaotic Chthon, Norman Osborn's Cabal and Unspoken? Collects: Mighty Avengers #21-36 and material from Secret Invasion: Requiem. Marvel. Pub. at $44.99 $14.95

7822693 The Mighty Thor Omnibus, Volume 1. By Stan Lee et al. These earliest days of Thor's reign, when he held the feature slot in a long-running anthology titled Journey Into Mystery, are now presented in a deluxe, hardcover presentation as majestic as the hero's trials of Asgard, and the titles are many. Collects: Journey Into Mystery (1952) #83-120 and Annual (1965) #1. 753 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $100.00 $44.95

7878273 Mister Miracle. By S. Englehart & S. Gerber. The universe's ultimate escape artist, Mister Miracle, returns after a three-year absence, but so do the villains of Apokolips. Collects The Brave and the Bold #112, #120, #135; Mister Miracle #19-23; Secret Files and Origins #12. 214 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $39.99 $14.95

7919182 The Joker: Endgame. By S. Snyder & B. Fletcher. The Joker plays his endgame with the Batman, citizens, villains, and heroes alike and must survive his deadly antics and come to terms with who The Joker is and what he means to them. Collects Batman #35-40, Arkham Manor: Endgame #1; Batgirl: Endgame #1; Batman Annual #3; Detective Comics: Endgame #1; and Gotham Adventures: Endgame #1. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

7817902 Batman: Preludes to the Wedding. By T. Seeley & T. King. Batman and Catwoman are about to tie the knot, uniting two of Gotham's greatest vigilantes in the wedding of the century. But the city's deadliest villains are determined to crash the party, and only Bruce Wayne and Selina Kyle's closest allies can save the day. Collects all five Prelude to the Wedding one-shots. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

7888458 Superman: American Alien. By Max Landis. This is the story of Clark Kent, a Kansas farm boy who happens to be from another planet. It's the story of a scared young kid with impossible powers, of a teenage delinquent with a lot to learn, of a reporter with a nose for the truth who's keeping the biggest secret of all: the world has ever known. Collects Superman: American Alien #1-7. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

7938659 Superman, Volume 1: Blue. By Dan Jurgens et al. The Man of Steel has been through many unexpected transformations in his time, but no change was ever as shocking as this! Collects Superman #122-125; Action Comics #1-24; The Adventures of Superman #545-547; Superman: The Man of Steel #67-69; and Superman Annual #9. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95
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BATMAN VS. DEATHSTROKE. By Christopher Priest. A bombshell is about to be dropped on the lives of both Bruce Wayne and Slade Wilson—a revolution that even two people who’ve prepared for everything never saw coming. Blood will be shed. Secret identities will be uncovered. And a grudge match decades in the making will reach its explosive climax. Collects Deathstroke #30-35. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

JUSTICE LEAGUE: The Deluxe Edition. By Christopher Priest. The Justice League are all fighters, some of them are geniuses, a few are even royalty—but none of them are politicians. As the team takes on a larger role in global affairs, they increasingly find themselves facing public outcry, foreign policy concerns and other complex problems that can’t be punched through. Collects Justice League #34-43. DC Comics. Pub. at $34.99 $11.95

BLACK WIDOW: Welcome to the Game. By Richard K. Morgan. The Black Widow’s not asking much—just a life of her own. The assassin’s dangerous occupation attempt provides a harsh reality check, kicking off a string of international killings that leads to Natasha Romanoff back to a Russia she can barely recognize. Collects: Black Widow (2004) #1-6, and Black Widow: Love And War About Her #1-6. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99 $11.95

BOMBSHELLS UNITED, VOLUME 3: Taps. By Marguerite Bennett. It’s 1944, and all is not well on the home front. Black Canary’s radio broadcast has started mysteriously brainwashing everyone who listens to it—including some of Gotham’s very own Batgirls. Now, two of their friends, two young vigilantes will have to trace the transmission to its source—in Hawaii! Collects Bomsbells: United #13-19. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

BATMAN/DEATHSTROKE: After the Fire. By Brian Azzarello. One is the Batman, watching a war on crime in Gotham play out. The other, Michael Cray (code-named “Deathblow”), a black-ops soldier on a merciless mission. What happens when these two enigmas cross paths? We’ll never know, because one of them has been dead for ten years. A stand-alone Dark Knight tale. DC Comics. Pub. at $22.99 $7.95

BATMAN: Broken City. By Brian Azzarello. We follow the aftermath of one murder, Batman finds himself caught up in two more—a mother and a father, gunned down in the street in front of their young son. Even he can’t ignore the similarities between this new crime wave and the one he is. Collects: Batman #620-625. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

THE JOKER: 80 Years of the Clown Prince of Crime. By Bill Finger et al. A never-before collection of stories featuring the Clown Prince of Crime’s notorious escapades as he fights Batman, works with Harley Quinn, and wreaks havoc. Collects Batman: Batman #37, #159, #163, #251, #321, #429, #451, #614, #17, #37; The Batman Adventures: Mad Love; Batman: Dark Detective #1; Batman: Legends of the Dark Knight #50 and more. 344 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99 $11.95

BATMAN ARKHAM: Hugo Strange. By Bill Finger et al. Hugo Strange is the first foe to determine Batman’s secret identity: Bruce Wayne. But in Strange’s first appearance, he was a mad scientist turned bank robber, but he then became obsessed with Batman. Collects Detective Comics #46, #471-472, #945; Batman #356, Batman Annual #10; Batman: Gotham Knights #8-11; and Who’s Who: The Definitive Directory of the DC Universe #18. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

HOWARD THE DUCK OMNIBUS. By Chip Zdarsky et al. Howard the Duck has been back as the Marvel Universe’s newest, grouchiest, private investigator! He’ll take on all the most foul cases, but just wait ‘til you see the bill! Collects Howard the Duck (1974) #1-5; Howard the Duck (2015) #1-11; The Unbeatable Squirrel Girl (2015) #6; and material from War of the Realms: War Scrolls #1. Marvel. Pub. at $60.00 $24.95

DEADPOOL, VOLUME 3. By Brian Michael Bendis. The Last Son of Krypton meets his planet’s nemesis. Collects Action Comics #1000; DC Nation #1; and The Man of Steel #1-6. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

JUSTICE LEAGUE: The Deluxe Edition. By Thomas Sniegoski. In Strange’s first appearance, he was a simple mad scientist turned bank robber, but he then became obsessed with Batman. Collects Detective Comics #46, #471-472, #945; Batman #356, Batman Annual #10; Batman: Gotham Knights #8-11; and Who’s Who: The Definitive Directory of the DC Universe #18. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95
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Signal #1-3; Gotham’s protector by day: the Signal. Collects his ready to emerge from his mentor’s shadow and take his place as Thomas under his wing to train him to be his own man. Now Duke

In the aftermath of the Robin wars, Batman himself has taken Duke


AMERICA, VOLUME THREE: The Silver Age.

By Gardner Fox. As individuals, their names are legend. Together, they are even greater than the sum of their parts. They are the Justice League of America, and they stand for truth, justice, and the American way!


AMERICA, VOLUME TWO: The Silver Age.

AMERICA, VOLUME FOUR: The Silver Age.

By Gardner Fox. As individuals, their names are legend. Together, they are even greater than the sum of their parts. They are the Justice League of America, and they stand for truth, justice, and the American way!


AMERICA, VOLUME TWO: The Silver Age.

By Gardner Fox. As individuals, their names are legend. Together, they are even greater than the sum of their parts. They are the Justice League of America, and they stand for truth, justice, and the American way!


PLANET RED HULK. By Jeff Parker. For years, GeneralThunderbolt Ross chased the Hulk across the planet, hoping to capture and defeat the Jade Giant. Now, Ross himself is a Hulk across the planet, hoping to capture and defeat the Jade Giant. Now, Ross himself is a

Hulk #30.1, #31-36

Harley Quinn #43-49. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

power prove you’re never too young to save the universe when they use the powers they received from one alien race to foil the schemes of another, the dreaded Snarks! Collects

Aquaman/Suicide Squad: Sink Atlantis! By S. Williams & D. Abnett. The Lost City of Atlantis is lost no more. Aquaman’s underestimate kingdom has risen from the depths to become the surface world’s newest superpower—but the powers that be want to send it back where it came from. And there’s only one team dirty enough to do the job: Task Force X, a.k.a. the Suicide Squad!


Harley Quinn: Book One: Harley vs. Akopolis. By S. Humphries & C. Sebela. The start of a new era for one of the most popular characters in comics, featuring all the Quinn craziness you love plus tighter ties to the DC Universe. Collects Harley Quinn #4-8. 224 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99

HEROES FOR HIRE: The Complete Collection. By D. Abnett & A. Lanning. “Hello Hero, are you for hire?” With those words, Misty Knight enlist streetwise vigilantes to tackle the jobs no other super-team will. When the calls come, people flocking—Falcon, Black Widow, Ghost Rider, Silver Sable, Moon Knight and Paladin!

Collects Heroes for Hire (2011) #1-12; Spider-Island: Heroes for Hire #1 and Villains for Hire #0.1-1.4. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99

THE JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA, VOLUME TWO: The Silver Age.

By Gardner Fox. As individuals, their names are legend. Together, they are even greater than the sum of their parts. They are the Justice League of America, and they stand for truth, justice, and the American way!

Aquaman #39-40


Hire #1

Hire (2011) #1-12; Spider-Island: Heroes for Hire #1-3; 276 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99

HARLEY QUINN, VOL. 1: Harley vs. Apokolips. By S. Humphries & C. Sebela. The start of a new era for one of the most popular characters in comics, featuring all the Quinn craziness you love plus tighter ties to the DC Universe. Collects Harley Quinn #4-8. 224 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

THE JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA, VOLUME THREE: The Silver Age.

By Gardner Fox. As individuals, their names are legend. Together, they are even greater than the sum of their parts. They are the Justice League of America, and they stand for truth, justice, and the American way!


The dichotomy is clear: How can you fight “the

playboy socialite and high-tech entrepreneur. Seattle’s social justice warrior. But sans bow, quiver and arrows, Queen is famous for bringing a boyplay socialist and high-tech entrepreneur. The dichotomy is clear: How can you fight “the

playboy socialite and high-tech entrepreneur. Seattle’s social justice warrior. But sans bow, quiver and arrows, Queen is famous for bringing a

The Justice League of America.


By S. Snyder & T. Patrick. In the aftermath of the Robin wars, Batman himself has taken Duke Thomas under his wing to train him to be his own man. Now Duke is ready to emerge from his mentor’s shadow and take his place as Gotham’s protector by day: the Signal. Collects Batman and the Signal #1-3; material from New Talent Showcase 2017 #1 and All-Star Batman. Pub. at $16.99

893439 BATMAN AND THE SIGNAL. By S. Snyder & T. Patrick. In the aftermath of the Robin wars, Batman himself has taken Duke Thomas under his wing to train him to be his own man. Now Duke is ready to emerge from his mentor’s shadow and take his place as Gotham’s protector by day: the Signal. Collects Batman and the Signal #1-3; material from New Talent Showcase 2017 #1 and All-Star Batman. Pub. at $16.99

By S. Snyder & T. Patrick. In the aftermath of the Robin wars, Batman himself has taken Duke Thomas under his wing to train him to be his own man. Now Duke is ready to emerge from his mentor’s shadow and take his place as Gotham’s protector by day: the Signal. Collects Batman and the Signal #1-3; material from New Talent Showcase 2017 #1 and All-Star Batman. Pub. at $16.99
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Victory.

Early days of the Dark Knight’s career, Batman must stop the...
**Superhero Comics**

7938748 WONDER WOMAN: Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 3. By Shea Fontana et al. A cabal of opportunists is after Wonder Woman’s most precious resource—her own blood. A powerful serum of health and strength, it could be used to heal the sick or to create an army of super-soldiers. Collects Wonder Woman #26-30; Annual #1; Steve Trevor #1; and Wonder Woman 75th Anniversary Special #1. DC Comics. Pub. at $34.99 $12.95

7742908 SUPERMAN: Year One. By Frank Miller. From the collapsing spires of Krypton to the bocillic fields of Kansas, from the subemerged splendors of Atlantis to the chaotic energy of the Daily Planet, the story of Clark Kent, last son of the House of El, is the stuff of legend. Now, two of comics' greatest creators join forces to bring a bold new vision of the Man of Steel’s origin to life. DC Comics. 8 1/2x11. Pub. at $19.99 SOLD OUT

7938667 SUPERMAN: The Many Worlds of Krypton. By Paul Kupperberg et al. Under the tales of the last civilization of the Man of Steel’s birthplace, a home to heroes and heretics who molded their society into the technological wonderland it would become. (Collects World of Krypton, Vol. 1 #1-3 and The World of Krypton, Vol. 2 #1-4 with stories from Superman #233, 236, 238, 240, 248, 257, 266, and Superman Family #182, 239 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 SOLD OUT

7938519 GREEN ARROW: War of the Cities. By Neal Adams. Green Arrow had it all figured out. As Green Arrow, he reinvented himself as a crime-fighting vigilante on a heroic crusade. Collects Green Arrow #17-34; Green Arrow #23; Green Arrow: Futures End #1; and Secret Origins #4. 480 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95


7919115 HEROES IN CRISIS: The Price and Other Stories. By Joshua Williamson et al. The ultra-powerful but unstable metahuman known as Gotham Girl has attacked the Flash Museum in Central City, pulling Batman and Flash into a mighty race and a time against race. Collects Batman #64-65; The Flash #64-65; The Flash Annual #2; and Green Arrow #45-48. 50 DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

7843658 THE FLASH #750. By Joshua Williamson et al. One thing has remained constant: whenever the citizens of Central City are in peril, the Flash will be there in the blink of an eye to save the day! Collects: The Flash #750 and Showcase #4. 112 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $17.99 $6.95

7822634 THE FLASH, VOLUME 2: The Silver Age Omnibus. By John Broome et al. The Flash patrols the streets at speeds faster than the human eye can see. He protects the citizens from the super-villains Abra Kadabra, Captain Cold, Mirror Master, the Pied Piper, Heat Wave, trickster Weather Wizard, Captain Boomerang, the Shade and the Breakaway Bandit. Collects: The Flash #133-163, 776 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $99.99 $49.95

7843720 JUSTICE LEAGUE VS. SUICIDE SQUAD. By Joshua Williamson et al. As these two teams clash, telepathic madman Maxwell Lord prepares to take advantage of the chaos, assembling an even deadlier team and preparing for world conquest. Can the Justice League make a deal with the Suicide Squad to stop the threat? Collects: Justice League VS. Suicide Squad #1-6; Suicide Squad #8-10; and Justice League #12-13. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99 $11.95


7919557 X-MEN EPIC COLLECTION: I, Magneto. By Claremont et al. Collects Uncanny X-Man #144-153; Annual #5; Avengers Annual #10; Bizarre Adventures #27; and material from Marvel Fanfare #1-11. Some in B&W. 474 pages. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $44.99 $17.95

7883579 BATMAN/FORTNITE: Zeropoint. By Christos Gage. Uncovers secrets never before revealed in the game or anywhere else! Every fan of Batman, Fortnite, stunning art, and edge of your seat excitement you want to make the played Crusader facing off against Fortnite champions on the Island in a desperate attempt to save not only himself but other familiar faces from the DCU. Collects: Batman/Fortnite: Zero Point #1-4. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

7938840 SUPERMAN ACTION COMICS, VOL. 1: Invisible Mafia. By Brian Michael Bendis. In costume, Superman is the world’s greatest hero. In plain clothes, he’s Clark Kent. But on the streets of Metropolis, there’s a new threat rising that neither of them can see, until it’s too late. Collects Action Comics #1001-1006. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $8.95

7834843 BATMAN: The Dark Prince Charming. By Enrico Marini. When a young mother and her daughter appear on Bruce Wayne’s doorstep, the wealthy playboy is rocked by the news that they bring. Collects: Batman: The Dark Prince Charming #1-2. DC Comics. 8 1/2x12 1/2. Pub. at $34.99 $12.95

7934610 WONDER WOMAN, VOLUME 5: Flesh. By Brian Azzarello. After sacrificing the life of her friend and mentor Ares, Diana created a woman’s most precious resource–her own blood. A powerful serum of health and strength, it could be used to heal the sick or to create an army of super-soldiers. Collects: Wonder Woman #24-29 and Wonder Woman #23.2 DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95
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**7791895 ABSOLUTE WONDER WOMAN, VOLUME 1.** By Brian Azzarello. The warrior princess called Diana, raised as a daughter by Hippolyta, the Queen of the Amazons, is different from the rest of her countrywomen. The prodigal son and god, Apollo, is making his move for father Zeus' vacant throne. Reprints the first 19 issues of the acclaimed series, along with nearly 50 pages of character designs, sketch material and more. Slipcased. DC Comics. 9¼x15. Pub. at $125.00 $44.95

**785415 SHAZAM! And the Seven Magic Lands.** By Geoff Johns. The newly formed Shazam! team embark on their first adventure as a super-team! The young heroes must face the lands' tyrannical leaders as well as the all new deadly monster society led by Mr. Mind! Collects: Shazam! #1-11, #13-14. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $11.95

**777827 JUSTICE LEAGUE: Origin.** By Geoff Johns. In a world where inexperienced superheros operate under a cloud of suspicion from the public, loner vigilante Batman has stumbled upon a dark evil that threatens to destroy Earth as we know it. He must trust an alien, a Scarlet Speedster, an accidental teenage hero, a space cop, an Amazonian princess, and an undersea monarch to help him. Collects Justice League #1-12. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.95 $14.95

**783674 GREEN LANTERN: Rebirth.** By Geoff Johns. Hal Jordan was once regarded as the greatest Green Lantern of them all. But his vast power eventually corrupted him, in a failed effort to remake the universe using the nearly unlimited energy of the Green Lantern's Central Power Battery. Collects: Green Lantern: Rebirth #1-6; Wizard X; Green Lantern #1; Green Lantern Secret Files;Origin: Green Lantern (2005). DC Comics. Pub. at $39.99 $14.95

**7791928X ORION, BOOK ONE.** By Walter Simonson. Ranging from the streets of America to the furthest reaches of time and space, this epic saga will uncover long-hidden secrets from Orion's past and provoke the ultimate reckoning for his future. Collects Orion #1-12. 326 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

**7843763 THE ORION.** By Walter Simonson. Collects: New Gods Secret Files & Origins #1; The Fouth World Gallery #1; The Art of Walter Simonson; Who’s Who in the DC Universe #16; Legends of the DC Universe #0-2; Green Lantern: Central Power Battery; Collects: Green Lantern: Rebirth #1-6; Wizard X; Green Lantern #1; Green Lantern Secret Files;Origin: Green Lantern (2005). DC Comics. Pub. at $39.99 $11.95

**7791158 IRON MAN, VOLUME 20: In the Hands of Evil.** By Len Kaminski et al. When Tony Stark tries to take back Jim Rhodes' armor, the only winner in their fight is one of Tony’s oldest enemies! Collects Iron Man #38-47; War Machine #8-10; Force Works #6-7; Iron Man & Force Works Collectors' Preview; and material from Marvel Comics Presents #169-172, #174, #177, #180, #181 pages. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95 $7.95

**7885474 A VERY DC VALENTINE’S DAY.** By Cecil Castellucci et al. Everyone in the DC Universe joins in for a celebration of love in this special collection of Valentine’s Day stories! Collects Young Romance: The New 52 Valentine’s Special #1; Harley Quinn Valentine’s Day Special #1; and Young Monsters In Love. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

**7791925 BATWOMAN: Haunted Tides.** By J.H. Williams III & W.H. Blackman. Batwoman’s new partner, her cousin Flamebird, are on the hunt for La Llorona, the children’s shed abducted and the shadowy forces behind it all. Collects Batwoman #0-11. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $11.95

---
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ATMAN: 80 Years of the Batman

Detective Comics #1-6 and Superman: Leviathan Rising #1. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99

$11.95

EXCALIBUR, OMNIBUS, VOLUME 2.

By Alan Davis et al. Warped realities, nightmarish futures, love triangles, and an explosive reunion with the X-Men await. Collects: Excalibur (1988) #33-67; Excalibur: Weird War III; Excalibur: The Possession; Excalibur: All-Apparent; Excalibur: XX Crossing; Sensational She-Hulk; and material from Marvel Comics Presents (1998) #75, #110. 1022 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $125.00

$59.95

DAREDEVIL: The Man Without Fear.

By Ed Brubaker. Everything Matt Murdock thought he’d gotten back teeters on the edge of a precipice, ready to shatter all around him, as he fights a battle on both fronts of his life—in the courtroom and on the rooftops of Hell’s Kitchen! Collects: Daredevil #94-110. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99

$11.95

DARING NEW ADVENTURES OF SUPERGIRL, VOLUME 1.

By Paul Kupperberg. Disguised as a college student, Supergirl sets out from the safety of Metropolis to see her adopted country for herself. She encounters loyal new friends and powerful new foes, astounding new discoveries and terrifying new dangers. Collects issues #1-12. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

$6.95

GREEN LANTERN, VOLUME 2: The Silver Age Omnibus.

By J. Broome & G. Fox. Alien attackers, monstrous creatures, diabolical super-villains—it’s a dangerous cosmos out there, but it all in a day’s work for the universe’s most fearless space cop: Hal Jordan. Green Lantern of Sector 2814! Collects: Green Lantern #36-75. 1000 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $125.00

$69.95

GREEN LANTERN, VOLUME THREE: The Silver Age.


$11.95

BATMAN.

By F. Manapul & B. Buccellato. When his tyrannical training and now battles evil alongside his father, the former Wolverine been needed as much as he is now, but even the best there was at what he did may be outmatched by the evil lurking in nearby realms! Collects Old Man Logan #1-7. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

$6.95

ULTIMATE COMICS THOR.

By Jonathan Hickman. Loki has returned in a way that has arrived. And with it comes Ragnarok. All because of a single force: Collects Ultimate Comics Thor #1-4. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

$5.95


By Christopher Priest. Can Captain America thwart his dark doppelganger before Falcon’s wings are clipped? With the threat of M.O.D.O.K. and the Scarlet Witch around the bend, we had better hope so. Collects Captain America and the Falcon (2004) #1-7. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99

$14.95

THOR: Gods on Earth.


$9.95

WOLVERINES, VOL. 1: Dancing with the Devil.

By C. Soule & R. Fawkes. Logan may be dead, but what will happen to his mortal remains, encased in Asgardium? Collects Wolverines #1-5. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95

$6.95

WONDER WOMAN AND JUSTICE LEAGUE AMERICA, VOLUME 2.

By Dan Vado et al. With Wonder Woman leading the Justice League America, the team has had to battle enemies from within and outside threats too big for any ordinary hero. Collects Justice League America #86-91; Justice League International #65-66; and Justice League Task Force #13-14. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

$7.95

WONDER WOMAN BY GEORGE PEREZ, VOLUME 2.

By G. Perez & L. Wein. Once upon a time, the world’s greatest heroine was reimagined by a comic book legend. Collects Wonder Woman #15-24 and Wonder Woman Annual #1. 276 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

$7.95

SUPERMAN–ACTION COMICS, VOLUME 1: Superman and the Men of Steel.

By Grant Morrison. Wielding incredible powers he’s only begun to explore; haunted by a past that remains a complete mystery, armed with a Kansas farmboy’s unshakeable sense of right and wrong; a juggernaut of justice in jeans and a T-shirt, it’s Superman! Collects Superman–Action Comics Vol. 1: Superman and the Men of Steel. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

$5.95

BATMAN INCORPORATED, VOLUME 1: Demon Star.

By Grant Morrison. Raised to rule the world by his mother Talia, daughter of the villainous Ra’s al’ Ghul, young Damian Wayne rejected his tyrannical training and now battles evil alongside his father, the Batman. Collects: Batman Incorporated Incorporado #0-6. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

$5.95
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The Flash: Starting Line. By F. Manipul & B. Baccellato. Ever since he was struck by a bolt of lightning and doused in a pot mix of chemicals, Barry Allen has kept the streets of Central City safe as the Flash. But thwarting crime has earned him a 7938500

**SOLD OUT**

7943828 THANOS: The Infinity Ending. By Jim Starlin. The cosmic conclusion to Jim Starlin and Alan Davis’ epic trilogy! The true Mad Titan intends to command all of time and space—including his own past self! Now Thanos’ brother, Eros, his old ally Adam Warlock and the teleporting troll named Pip must find a way to free Thanos’ consciousness from his own future. Marvel. Pub. at $24.99 **$9.95**

7778201 FEMALE FURIES. By Cecil Castellucci. Trained from birth by the brutal Granny Goodness to become the greatest soldiers the Multiverse has ever seen. So why hasn’t the great and powerful Darkseid drafted them into his war machine? Collects Female Furies #1-6 and Mister Miracle #9 DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 **$5.95**


7932448 HUNT FOR WOLVERINE: Weapon Lost. By Charles Soule. Logan may be the best there is at what he does—but so is the Man Without Fear! And as one of the biggest mysteries unfolds, Daredevil assembles a squad of uncanny detectives to track down Logan. Collects Hunt for Wolverine #1 and Hunt for Wolverine: Weapon Lost #1-4. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 **$6.95**

7933257 THOR: The Saga of Gorr the God Butcher. By Jason Aaron. Gods are vanishing across the ages, and Thor must unravel the greatest mysteries of the DC Universe, as told by teams of all-star creators. Collects Secret Origins #5-11, The Trials of Shazam #1-12, The Flash #0-12 and The Flash Annual #1. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 **$12.95**

7919476 THANOS: The Infinity Conflict. By Jim Starlin. In a desperate bid to protect all of reality, Adam Warlock once gave the Reality Gem to the Mad Titan Thanos. Years later, the irony of that moment haunts him. For now, Thanos is on the verge of becoming the lord of all reality! Only his troublesome brother, an errant troll and a strange trick of resurrection stand in his way. Marvel. Pub. at $24.99 **$9.95**

7977692 THE TRIALS OF SHAZAM! The Complete Series. By Judd Winick. The powerful wizard Shazam has been destroyed and his vast responsibility for presiding over the realm of all magic has been shifted to his own past self! Now Mad Titan intends to command all time and space—including his own past self! Now Thanos’ brother, Eros, his old ally Adam Warlock and the teleporting troll named Pip must find a way to free Thanos’ consciousness from his own future. Marvel. Pub. at $24.99 **$9.95**

7977821 FEMALE FURIES. By Cecil Castellucci. Trained from birth by the brutal Granny Goodness to become the greatest soldiers the Multiverse has ever seen. So why hasn’t the great and powerful Darkseid drafted them into his war machine? Collects Female Furies #1-6 and Mister Miracle #9 DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 **$5.95**


7919573 X-MEN: Hellfire Gala. By Gerry Duggan. Collects X-Men #21 (2019); Marauders #21 (2019); Excelsior #1 (2019); X-Force #20 (2019); New Mutants #19 (2019); X-Factor #10 (2020); Hellions #12 (2020); S.W.O.R.D. #6 (2020); Way of X #3 (2021); X-Corp #2 (2021); Wolverine #13 (2020); Planet-Size X-Men #1 (2021); Hellfire Gala Guide (2021); material from Classic X-Men #7; Marvel’s Voices: Pride; and more. Marvel. Pub. at $32.99 **$29.95**


**SOLD OUT**

7923384 THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN, VOLUME 7: Marvel Masterworks. By Stan Lee. Spidey’s web-slinging adventures from the very beginning and the tragic origin that started it all; the debuts of the Daily Bugle, J.Jonah Jameson, Octopus, the Sinister Six, Vulture and Electro, and guest appearances by the Fantastic Four! Collects Amazing Spider-Man #15 (1962) and Amazing Spider-Man #1-6 (1963), #6-10 (1964). 244 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $75.00 **$54.95**

7923160 THE MUL TIVERSITY. By Grant Morrison. A cast of unforgettable heroes from 52 alternative Earths of the DC Multiverse! Collects The Multiversity: Society of Super Heroes #1; The Multiversity: The Just #1; The Multiversity: Pax Americana #1; The Multiversity: Thunderworld Adventures #1; The Multiversity: Mastermen #1; and The Multiversity: Ultra Comics #1. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 **$9.95**


7974254 JUST IMAGINE STAN LEE CREATING THE DC UNIVERSE, BOOK ONE. Collects Just Imagine Stan Lee with Joe Kubert Creating Batman #1; Just Imagine Stan Lee with Jim Lee Creating Wonder Woman #1; Just Imagine Stan Lee with John Buscema Creating Superman and the Man of Steel #1; Just Imagine Stan Lee with David Gibbons Creating Green Lantern #1; Just Imagine Stan Lee with Kevin Maguire Creating the Flash #1; and Just Imagine Stan Lee with Walt Simonson Creating JLA #1. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99 **$11.95**

7975239 SUPERMAN EARTH ONE, VOLUME TWO. By J. Michael Straczynski. This nascent Man of Steel faces his first real threat against a twisted being who can siphon his powers away, making them his own. It has never been made clearer to the hero how vulnerable humans really are until he is forced to become one. But his real weakness is in the form of a new woman in his life, who is also turning his world upside down. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 **$6.95**

7938578 SECRET ORIGINS, VOLUME 2. By Brian Azzarello et al. Discover the secrets behind the greatest heroes of the DC Universe, as told by teams of all-star creators. Collects Secret Origins #5-11, the first 52 issues of Wonder Woman, The Flash, John Constantine: Hellblazer, Batgirl, Dick Grayson, Sinestro, Constantine, and more! DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 **$6.95**

7778018 CREATING THE DC UNIVERSE, BOOK TWO. By Grant Morrison. 7944762 THE FEMALE FURIES. By Cecil Castellucci. Trained from birth by the brutal Granny Goodness to become the greatest soldiers the Multiverse has ever seen. So why hasn’t the great and powerful Darkseid drafted them into his war machine? Collects Female Furies #1-6 and Mister Miracle #9 DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 **$5.95**

7977578 INFINITY WAR. By Jim Starlin. In a desperate bid to protect all of reality, Adam Warlock once gave the Reality Gem to the Mad Titan Thanos. Years later, the irony of that moment haunts him. For now, Thanos is on the verge of becoming the lord of all reality! Only his troublesome brother, an errant troll and a strange trick of resurrection stand in his way. Marvel. Pub. at $24.99 **$9.95**

7923824 THE MULTIVERSITY. By Grant Morrison. A cast of unforgettable heroes from 52 alternative Earths of the DC Multiverse! Collects The Multiversity: Society of Super Heroes #1; The Multiversity: The Just #1; The Multiversity: Pax Americana #1; The Multiversity: Thunderworld Adventures #1; The Multiversity: Mastermen #1; and The Multiversity: Ultra Comics #1. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 **$9.95**

7938500 THE FLASH: Starting Line. By F. Manipul & B. Baccellato. Ever since he was struck by a bolt of lightning and doused in a pot mix of chemicals, Barry Allen has kept the streets of Central City safe as the Flash. But thwarting crime has earned him a powerful Rogers Gallery, and they won’t quit until they put the brakes on his crime-fighting ways. Collects The Flash #0-12 and The Flash Annual #1. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 **$7.95**

7977632 THE TRIALS OF SHAZAM! The Complete Series. By Judd Winick. The powerful wizard Shazam has been destroyed and his vast responsibility for presiding over the realm of all magic has been shifted to his own past self! Now Mad Titan intends to command all of time and space—including his own past self! Now Thanos’ brother, Eros, his old ally Adam Warlock and the teleporting troll named Pip must find a way to free Thanos’ consciousness from his own future. Marvel. Pub. at $24.99 **$9.95**
8743472 NEW GODS. By Gerry Conway et al. Darkseid, ruler of Apokolips, seeks one thing above all others—the Anti-Life Equation. When his, Darkseid could use its power to bring every being in the universe, large and small, under his control. Collects: 1st Issue Special #13; New Gods #1-12; 1st Issue Special #1; Super-Team Family #1; Adventure Comics #459-460; DC Special Series #10; and Justice League of America #183-185. 336 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.99 $24.95

8743852 WONDER WOMAN: Year One. By Greg Rucka. The shocking, definitive origin of the Amazon Princess. Collects: Wonder Woman #2; #4; #6; #8; #10; #12; #14 and a story from Wonder Woman Annual #1. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99 $11.95

8836171 BATMAN: Death and the Maidens. By Greg Rucka. Ra’s al Ghul has lived for hundreds of years, but he is not immortal. Without access to his life-giving Lazarus, death will come to the Demon’s Head just as it would anyone else. Time and again the Dark Knight has thwarted him, but now Ra’s must turn to Batman for help. Collects Batman: Death and the Maidens #1-9; Detective Comics #819; Batman: Death and the Maidens TP. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

8778753 X-FACTOR EPIC COLLECTION, VOLUME 9: Afterlives. By Kurt Busiek et al. Jamie Madrox is dead! As X-Factor struggles to come to terms with their first major loss, Alex Spooner questions his role as leader. Will Havok just when the team needs him the most? Collects X-Factor #101-111; Annual #9; Spider-Man and X-Factor: Shadowvanes #1-3; #38; and Xcalibur #82. 446 pages. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $44.99 $19.95

7792018 WONDER WOMAN: Dead Earth. By Daniel Warren Johnson. When Diana awakens from a centuries-long sleep, she discovers Earth has been reduced to a nuclear wasteland. Now she’s marooned in a dark and dangerous future, protecting the last human city from titanic monsters and struggling to uncover the secret of this dead Earth. Collects Wonder Woman: Dead Earth #1-4. DC Comics. 8¼x11. Pub. at $29.99 $11.95


7843362 BATMAN–THE BAT AND THE CAT: 80 Years of Romance. Ed. by Bob Harras. This edition features Batman and Catwoman’s greatest team-ups from their 80-year history together. Collects: Batman #7; #15; #24; #293, #497 (3rd series); Batman #24; #44; #50 (2016 series); The Brave and theBold #197; Solo #1; and Catwoman #32. DC Comics. Pub. at $33.99 $14.95

7918999 AVENGERS: The Death of Mockingbird. By Roy Thomas et al. Hawkeye loses everything, but first, he’ll need to ditch the bow and arrows to fight a giant threat: brace yourself for Goliath vs. Goliath! Collects: Avengers West Coast #92-100; Spider-Woman #1-4; and material from Marvel Comics Presents #143-144. 379 pages. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99 $14.95
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Superman has ever faced before. Collects Cloud has taken over the city's underworld, and it's like nothing Mafia.

By Brian Michael Bendis. A new power called the Red

DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99

Superhero Comics
Superman #16-19; adventures from Puzzler, the Prankster, and more! Collects Superman thwarts racketeers, gangsters, the 1940s Superman was a much-needed hero for Golden Age.


Generation Lost #20; Justice League Superman. Collects into believing he was a humanitari an while DeMatteis. Meet the man who fooled the world Lives of Maxwell Lord.

7919549 Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99

Superman #39-41 (1976); Marvel Two in One #41

* By Wein et al. Collects

Zombie #6 (1974), #10 (1975); Marvel 2-in-1 #15 (1973), #172-173 (1974); Tales of the Zombie #1, #10; Marvel Two in One #39-41 (1976); Legion of Super-Heroes #2; Mor e Fun Comics #101; Action Comics #501; DC Comics

#210, #247, #271, #369-370; Adventure Comics (Vol II) #2; Adventures of Superman #501; DC Comics Presents #87; Infinity, Inc.; Legion of Super-Heroes #2; More Fun Comics #101; Superboy (Vol I) #10, #89; Superboy (Vol II) #59; Superboy and the Legion of Super-Heroes #233, 259; Superman #6, #10-11; Teen Titans #24; and Young Justice #3. 440 pages.


7778341 SUPERMAN ACTION COMICS, VOL. 1: Invisible Mafia. By Brian Michael Bendis. A new power called the Red Cloud has taken over the city's underworld, and it's like nothing Superman has ever faced before. Collects Action Comics #1001-1006. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99

$9.95


$11.95

807132 Marvel's Transformative and Timeless *J. Kirby. Presents the origin stories, seminal characters also includes profiles of the the talented creators behind his ongoing adventures. 128 pages. Titan. 8x11. Pub. at $17.99

$7.95


$21.95


$9.95

1955433 WONDER WOMAN by JOHN BYRNE, BOOK TWO. An ancient shield is stolen from the museum of antiquities and the Earth’s crust shifts by a mile! Discovering a connection between these two events, Wonder Woman seeks the help of the world’s leading expert in geology and underground exploration. Cavello... Collects Wonder Woman #115-124 and Wonder Woman Annual #5-6. DC Comics. Pub. at $39.99

$14.95

7932561 THE UNITED STATES OF CAPTAIN AMERICA. By Christopher Cantwell. Nobody understands Captain America’s shield like the people who have wielded it, so Steve Rogers, Sam Wilson, Bucky Barnes and John Walker set out on a roadtrip across America to change the thief. But instead they find the Captains Network! Collects The United States of Captain America #1-5. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

$7.95


$3.95

★ 7877404 MARVEL HULK: The First 60 Years. Text by F. Lican & M. Pizzo. Explores the comic book history of the Hulk, looking in-depth at his greatest battles, deadliest enemies, and his unluckiest allies. Lavishly illustrated with stunning art, this tribute to the Hulk's most popular characters also includes profiles of the the talented creators behind his ongoing adventures. 128 pages. Titan. 8x11. Pub. at $24.99

$17.95

807131 BROTHER VODOO, VOLUME 1: Marvel Masterworks. By Len Wein et al. Collects Strange Tales #169-171 (1973), #172-173 (1974); Tales of the Zombie #6 (1974), #10 (1975); Marvel Team-Up #24 (1974); Werewolf by Night #39-41 (1976); Marvel Two in One (1978); Doctor Strange #48 (1981); Moon Knight #21 (1982); Marvel Super-Heroes #1 (1990); Doctor Strange: Sorcerer Supreme #16-17, #20 (1990), and more.

$54.95

7919422 SUPERMAN, VOLUME FIVE: The Golden Age Omnibus. By Jerry Siegel. In the early 1940s Superman was a much-needed hero for a nation on the brink of war. The Man of Steel and the comic book medium were in their Golden Age. In these early adventures, Superman thwarted racketeers, gangsters, the Fuzzler, the Frankster, and more! Collects adventures from Action Comics #48-57; Superman #16-19; and World's Finest Comics #6-8. 398 pages. DC Comics.

$34.95

7822731 SUPERMAN, VOLUME FOUR: The Golden Age Omnibus. By Jerry Siegel et al. The Allies fought the Axis powers in Europe and the Pacific. Superman was dealing with threats at home like his old foe Lex Luthor, common J.Wilbur Wolflingham and that pesky imp from the fifth dimension, Mister Mxyzptlk! Collects: Action Comics #66-65; Superman #25-33; and World's Finest Comics #11-18. 768 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $75.00

$5.95

7918549 WONDER WOMAN: The Many Lives of Maxwell Lord. By K. Giffen & J.M. DeMatteis. Meet the man who fooled the world into believing he was a humanitarian while murdering heroes and mind-controlling Superman. Collects Countdown to Infinite Crisis #1, Justice League #1, #12; Justice League: Generation Lost #20; Justice League International #12; The OMAC Project #2; and Wonder Woman #219. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99


7778325 SUPERBOY: A Celebration of 75 Years. By Jerry Siegel et al. Collects: Adventure Comics (Vol I) #210, #247, #271, #369-370; Adventure Comics (Vol II) #2; Adventures of Superman #501; DC Comics Presents #87; Infinity, Inc.; Legion of Super-Heroes #2; More Fun Comics #101; Superboy (Vol I) #10, #89; Superboy (Vol II) #59; Superboy and the Legion of Super-Heroes #233, 259; Superman #6, #10-11; Teen Titans #24; and Young Justice #3. 440 pages.

$14.95


$9.95


$3.95

★ 7877404 MARVEL HULK: The First 60 Years. Text by F. Lican & M. Pizzo. Explores the comic book history of the Hulk, looking in-depth at his greatest battles, deadliest enemies, and his unluckiest allies. Lavishly illustrated with stunning art, this tribute to the Hulk's most popular characters also includes profiles of the the talented creators behind his ongoing adventures. 128 pages. Titan. 8x11. Pub. at $24.99

$17.95

7778341 SUPERMAN ACTION COMICS, VOL. 1: Invisible Mafia. By Brian Michael Bendis. A new power called the Red Cloud has taken over the city’s underworld, and it’s like nothing Superman has ever faced before. Collects Action Comics #1001-1006. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99

$9.95


$11.95
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7792026 WONDER WOMAN: Her Greatest Battles. By Len Wein et al. With the powers of a god and the fighting spirit of an Amazon, Wonder Woman is Earth’s fiercest defender. Collects Wonder Woman (vol. 2) #6, 119, 120, 129, Wonder Woman (vol. 3) #41; Wonder Woman (vol. 4) #23; and Justice League 3; Wonder Woman (vol. 5) #3. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $4.95

7822472 ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN: George Perez. By Len Wein et al. Highlights Perez’s work from over 35 years, featuring iconic characters and storylines. Contains: DC Comics Presents #61; Action Comics Annual #2; Action Comics #529, #643-652; Superman #1-6; Legion of Super-Heroes #280-281; Superman #364, #714; Superman: Last Stand of New Krypton #2, and Supergirl #8. 448 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.99. $17.95

7923570 THE FANTASTIC FOUR, VOLUME 1: Marvel Masterworks. By Stan Lee. Collects The Fantastic Four #1 (1961), #2-9 (1962), #10 (1963); Before the Fantastic Four; If One Is Good, Four Will Be Better; August 8, 1961: The Day Everything Changed! The World Shook Under Kirby’s Pencil. Pub. at $75.00. This Never Happened to Batman. 250 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $75.00. $54.95

782257X BEFORE WATCHMEN: Minutemen/Silk Spectre. By D. Cooke & A. Conner. The prequels to the best-selling graphic novel of all time are finally here! For over 20 years, the backstories of the now-iconic characters from Alan Moore and Dave Gibbons’ landmark graphic novel have been the subject of much debate and theorizing. Contains: Watchmen; Minutemen #1-6; Before Watchmen: Silk Spectre #1-4. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $9.95

7938713 TITANS, VOL. 1: The Return of Wally West. By Dan Abnett. Wally West was Kid Flash, now a refugee from a lost universe. It’s up to him to reawaken his former friends and reforge the bond that made them great. Collects Titans #1-10 and Titans: Rebirth #1. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $5.95

7938675 SUPERMAN: The Oz Effect. By D. Jurges & R. Williams. After years of build-up, the Man of Steel discovers the identity of the villainous Mr. Oz. Collects Action Comics #985-992. Complete with a lenticular motion cover. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99. $9.95

7938470 DEATHSTROKE, VOLUME 1: Gods of War. By Tony S. Daniel. Slade Wilson is the world’s deadliest assassin. His reputation doesn’t just precede him, it’s his most important asset. So when he is betrayed by his trusted friend and for dead, the world thinks Deathstroke has finally been terminated. Collects Deathstroke: Gods of War #1-6. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $5.95

7932545 THE TRIAL OF THOR. By Alan Davis et al. Thor and his allies visit ancient Egypt—and leave behind a startling legacy! Hela, goddess of the underworld, unleashes her demonic hordes on Earth, and more! Collects Thor: Truth of History; Wolves of the North; The Trial of Thor; The Rage of Thor; Thor Annual (2009) #1; Thor: Heaven & Earth #1-4; and Dark Reign: The Cabal. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99. $12.95

7919441 SUPREME POWER: Nighthawk. By Daniel Way. As a boy, Richmond, the man who would one day become Nighthawk, witnessed the senseless murder of his parents. A traumatic event that has left him scarred for life, and turned him into a hero more feared than the criminals he polices. Collects Supreme Power: Nighthawk #1-6. Marvel. Pub. at $24.99. $9.95

7917333 THE AVENGERS. By Stan Lee presents the origin stories, seminal tales, and characters of the Marvel Universe to explore Marvel’s transformative and timeless influence on an entire genre of fantasy. Collects The Avengers #1-4, #9, #16, #28, #34, #44, #57-58, #71-72, #280, #341, #351, #360 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00. $21.95

SOLD OUT

7923430 THE AVENGERS, VOLUME 1: Marvel Masterworks. By Stan Lee. Gathered together to face the evil Loki, Earth’s Mightiest Heroes—Iron Man, the Hulk, Ant-Man, the Wasp and Thor—formed the core of the super-team called the Avengers. But it was three issues later when Captain America returned from the frozen depths of the northern Atlantic that the Avengers truly took form! Collects The Avengers #1-2 (1963), #3-10 (1964). 235 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $75.00. $54.95

7917457 X-MEN. By Stan Lee et al. Presents the origin stories, seminal tales, and characters of the Marvel Universe to explore Marvel’s transformative and timeless influence on an entire genre of fantasy. Collects X-Men #1, #3-5, #7-15, #16-18, #45-47, #44-46, 384 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00. $21.95

7893436 TEEN TITANS GO! VS. TEEN TITANS GO! ATOMIC BLOWOUT! By J. Scott Campbell. Collects special boxed set features four fantastic all-ages collections: Teen Titans Go!; Heroes on Patrol; Teen Titans Go!; Bring It On; Teen Titans Go!; Falling Stars, and Teen Titans Go!; Weider Thieves. Boxed. Collects Teen Titans Go! #1-26. DC Comics. Pub. at $34.99. $11.95

7847882 CARMINE INFANTINO: Legends of the DC Universe. By Gardner Fox. Carmine Infantino brought DC speed into the Silver Age with the introduction of Barry Allen, and no corner of the universe was left untouched by Infantino’s work—from Black Canary in Gotham City to Adam Strange on Rann and even to Deadman in the afterlife and back again! Collects All-Star Comics #40; Flash Comics #86, #90; Detective Comics #327; and more. 402 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.99. $39.95

7778244 HITMAN’S GREATEST HITS. By Garth Ennis. His name is Tommy Monaghan, and he kills people for a living—but then again, nobody’s perfect. In fact, for a hired killer, Tommy’s actually a pretty decent guy. He picks and chooses his contracts and for those that he accepts he follows a bad-guys only policy. Collects The Demon Annual #2; Hitman #4-7, 13-14; and Justice League/Hitman #1-2. 416 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99. $9.95

7895208 JERRY SIEGEL’S THE SYNDICATE OF CRIME VS. THE CROOK FROM SPACE. The Spider is a mastermind with an array of weaponry and a vast network of villainous henchmen! Now the underworld is fighting back and have sent a strange assassin known as The Exterminator to lure the spider into a trap! Collects the action-packed fourth and fifth stories originally published in Infanto’s work–from Black Canary in Gotham City to Adam Strange on Rann and even to Deadman in the afterlife and back again! Collects All-Star Comics #40; Flash Comics #86, #90; Detective Comics #327; and more. 402 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.99. $39.95

7742576 JLA, VOLUME 1: The Deluxe Edition. By Grant Morrison with M. Millar. The pantheon of the World’s Greatest Heroes are Earth’s first line of defense against the high-priority threats facing mankind. The JLA are a force to be reckoned with. Collects JLA #1-9 and JLA: Secret Files #1. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $6.95
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1248 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $150.00

$24.95

★ 7938536 THE SUICIDE SQUAD: Case Files 1. By John Byrne et al. Collects Detective Comics #300, The Fury of Firestorm #38; Suicide Squad Vol. 4 #30-38; Suicide Squad: Amanda Waller #1-13; Superboy #9; Superman #4, #170; and Vigilante #36. 211 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

$6.95

★ 7923449 THE BATMAN ADVENTURES OMNIBUS. By Kelley Puckett et al. Collects The Batman Adventures Annual #1-2; The Batman Adventures Holiday Special #1; The Batman Adventures: Mad Love #1; a story from Batman: Black & White; and the neve-before reprinted comic book adaptation of Batman: Mask of the Phantasm. 1186 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $150.00

$116.95

★ 7919484 TITANS: The Lazarus Contract. By Christopher Priest et al. They are the greatest young heroes this world or any world has ever known. They are the Titans. And now, from the void between the worlds, one of their most legendary members—Kid Flash—has emerged. Collects Titans #11; Teen Titans #8; Deathstroke #19-20; and Teen Titans: The Lazarus Contract Special #1. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99

$7.95

★ 1955411 WONDER WOMAN: A Celebration of 75 Years. By Robert Kanigher et al. Brings together into one volume the iconic heroine’s best stories, from her first appearance to her mod ’60s redesign, to her present-day adventures. Collects All-Star Comics #8; Wonder Woman #7, 28, 99, 107, 179, 204, and 298; Wonder Woman #1 (1987); 64, 93, 142, 177, and 195; Justice League: The New Frontier; Wonder Woman #0 (2012); and Sensation Comics Featuring Wonder Woman #1 and #7. 398 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $39.99

$14.95

★ 7939582 MARVEL AVENGERS: Multiverse of Stickers. Ed. by Jessica Matteson. Explore Marvel’s incredible, vast history in this special 96-page edition of images that features more than 1,000 stickers. Peel away the stickers and add a touch of Marvel to everything from scrapbooks and crafts to letters and notebooks. Every page of artwork is printed on the back of the sticker pages, providing a keepsake volume. Thunder Bay. Pub. at $29.99

$21.95

★ 7938705 TEEN TITANS/DEATHSTROKE: The Terminus Agenda. By C. Priest & A. Glass. To Robin, the Deathstroke crisis is an opportunity. With his teen teammates’ help, he can capture and contain the world’s most wanted criminal forever. But Deathstroke isn’t just locked up with the Teen Titans. They’re locked up with him. Collects Teen Titans #28-30 and Deathstroke #41-43. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99

$7.95

★ 792365X THE PHANTOM STRANGER OMNIBUS. By John Broome et al. Collects The Phantom Stranger #1-6 (1952), The Phantom Stranger #1-41 (1969); stories from The Saga of the Swamp Thing #1-13; Who’s Who: The Definitive Directory of the DC Universe #1-6; The New Gods #98, #145; Showcase #80; Justice League of America #103; House of Secrets #150; DC Super-Stars #18; Secret Origins #10; and DC Comics Presents #25. 72 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $150.00

$114.95


$11.95

7919077 GENERATIONS. By Greg Pak et al. They survived their greatest trial—now 10 of Earth’s most promising champions receive their invitations to All-Star Comics #8 and the beginning of a new chapter in the DC Comics universe. Collects Generations: Banner Hulk & The Totally Awesome Hulk; Phoenix & Jean Grey; Wolverine & All-New Wolverine; The Unworthy Thor & The Mighty Thor; Hawkeye & The Beginner; Iron Man & Ironheart; Ms. Marvel & Captain Mar-Vell; and more. Marvel. Pub. at $50.00

$17.95

★ 7801785 AQUAMAN: 80 Years of the King of the Seven Seas. By Mark Waid et al. The story of Aquaman, the newest addition to America’s first family of superheroes, is told for the first time in this volume. Collects Generations: Banner Hulk & The Totally Awesome Hulk; Phoenix & Jean Grey, Wolverine & All-New Wolverine; The Unworthy Thor & The Mighty Thor; Hawkeye & The Beginner; Iron Man & Ironheart; Ms. Marvel & Captain Mar-Vell; and more. Marvel. Pub. at $50.00

$17.95

★ 7939368 THE SUPER FRIENDS, VOLUME 2: Saturday Morning Comics. By Greg Reed; Bridwell et al. Gathered together from the cosmic reaches of the universe here in this great hall of justice are the most powerful forces of good ever assembled. Collects: The Super Friends Special #1; The Super Friends Special #1; The Best of DC: Blue Ribbon Digest #3; Limited Collectors’ Edition C-41; and Super Friends!: Truth, Justice and Peace! 480 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.95

$21.95

★ 7914113 THE ALEX ROSS MARVEL COMICS SUPER VILLAINS POSTER BOOK. From Abomination to Venom, all your favorite Marvel Comics super villains are featured in this exclusive collection of painted portraits by Alex Ross. One of Ross’ first ever collections, these iconic images include 37 ready to frame, removable art prints, perfect for longtime Marvel fans and those discovering these classic villains for the first time. Abrams. Paperbound. Pub. at $11x16. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95
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197923X WONDER WOMAN THROUGH THE YEARS. By William Moulton Marston et al. This special collection presents some of Diana’s greatest adventures, including every decade from the Second World War to the present day. Collects Wonder Woman #5, #45, #50, #76, #126, #155, #204-206. Sensation Comics #70, Wonder Woman #15, #16, #140, #170, Wonder Woman #5; Woman Wonder #0 and Wonder Woman Annual #1. 320 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $39.99. PRICE CUT TO $11.95


784364X THE DC UNIVERSE BY MIKE MIGNOLA. By Mike Mignola. Collects: Phantom Stranger #1-4; The Spectre #7-9; The World of Krypton #1-4; Blue Beetle #19; Detective Comics #586; Action Comics #600; Superman #18, #23; Batgirl Special #1; Action Comics Weekly #614; Cosmic Odyssey #1-4; Batman #426-429, #452-454; Action Comics Annual #2, #6; Secret Origins #41; Swamp Thing Annual #5; and more. 400 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. $6.95


7823544 BATMAN BY TOM KING AND LEE FEBIG. By James Tynion IV et al. They call him the Batman. Once, he ruled Gotham City. Then a new wave of criminals and crime-fighters pushed him out. Now Carmine Falcone has returned, determined to rebuild his empire. Can Batman bring Gotham back to the time before the Bat, a time before he was Aquaman,  he was a baby who was Arthur Curry, before he was King of Atlantis, before he was Aquaman? He proves a valuable addition to the team as Batman takes on the Joker, Penguin, Two-Face, Catwoman, and a slew of new villains. This expansive collection includes Detective Comics #75-92; Batman #16-25; and World’s Finest Comics #10-14. 780 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $75.00. SOLD OUT

7822642 THE FOREVER PEOPLE. By Jack Kirby. Meet Beautiful Dreamer, Big Bear, Mark Moonrider, Serfast, and Vykin—the Forever People. When the nefarious Darkseid, ruler of Apokalips,kidnaps the telepathic Beautiful Dreamer from New Genesis to hoard the secrets of the Anti-Life Equation for himself, her comrades set out in hot pursuit and arrive on a strange planet called Earth. Collects: The Forever People #1-11. 284 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99. $12.95

7778406 WONDER WOMAN: Come Back to Me. By A. Conner & J. Palmiotti. When Steve Trevor and his crew disappear on an experimental test flight, Diana and her trusted friend Etta Candy travel to the team’s last known coordinates—the middle of the Bermuda Triangle! Collects Justice League Giant #3-7 and Wonder Woman Giant #1-7. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $5.95

7883455 AQUAMAN: The Legend of Aquaman. By Robert Loren Fleming. Before he was Arthur Curry, before he was King of Atlantis, before he was Aquaman, he was a baby who survived being abandoned and left to die. Raised by the seas and adopted by an old fisherman, the yet to be Aquaman learned the ways of the surface world before returning to the seas in search of his true purpose. Collects Aquaman Special #1 and Aquaman #1-5. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. $7.95


7757409 BATMAN, VOL. 4: The Golden Age. By Bill Finger et al. American popular culture has produced few heroic figures as famous and enduring as that of the Batman. After his landmark debut and origin story, the Dark Knight was given minimal elements, including a costume, a crime-fighting Robin, and such adversaries as the Joker, Two-Face, and the Scarecrow. Collects Batman #12-15; Detective Comics #66-74; and World’s Finest Comics #79. 384 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95. SOLD OUT

7916176 ULTIMATE COMICS: Divided We Fall, United We Stand. By Sam Humphries et al. Washington lies in ruins. The president is dead. Sentinels rule the Southwest. But in America’s darkest hour, its ultimate hero returns to bring its people back toward the light. Collects: Ultimate Comics Ultimates #1-13; Ultimate Comics Spider-Man #13-18; and Ultimate Comics X-Men #13-18. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95. $8.95

7822545 BATMAN, VOLUME 3: The Golden Age Omnibus. By Bill Finger et al. The Dynamic Duo are joined by their greatest ally in the war on crime, Bruce Wayne’s butler, Alfred Pennyworth! He proves a valuable addition to the team as Batman takes on the Joker, Penguin, Two-Face, Catwoman, and a slew of new villains. This expansive collection includes Detective Comics #75-92; Batman #16-25; and World’s Finest Comics #10-14. 780 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $75.00. SOLD OUT

7883641 BATMAN: The TV Stories. By Bill Finger et al. Step back into the ’60s with zany comics that inspired the original smash television hit. These stories include the Joker’s most devilish gags, the Riddler’s craziest criminal conundrums, and the Penguin’s funniest tomfooleries, not to mention the first appearances of Mr. Freeze and Batgirl! 158 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. $5.95
7822529 SUPERMAN, VOL. 1: The Unity Saga–The House of El. By Brian Michael Bendis. It’s hard for Superman to fight the endless fight when the two people he loves the most in the world—his wife, Lois, and their son, Jonathan—are traveling the universe, unable to communicate with him. Collects Superman #1-6. DC Comics. Pub at $24.99 $5.95

7757204 SUPERMAN, VOL. 2: The Unny Saga–The House of El. By Brian Michael Bendis. Jon Kent—the son of Superman and Lois Lane—has returned from the stars along with his grandfather Jon-Eli. Superman has unexpected revelations for his parents about what he’s learned from Jon-Eli during their time away. Now, Superman must get involved in the outer-space war his son and father may have caused. Collects Superman #7-15. DC Comics. Pub at $29.99 $9.95


7715519 FIGHTING AMERICAN. By Gordon Rennie. The icon of truth, justice and the American Way, and his young teenage sidekick, Rennie. The icon of truth, justice and the American Way, and his young teenage sidekick, Speedboy, have found themselves marooned in the 21st-century whilst on the trail of a gang of villains plucked from their past by a mysterious villaness known only as Lady Chaos. Collects Fighting American #1-14. Titan. Paperback. Pub at $16.99 $5.95

7915527 FIGHTING AMERICAN: The Ties That Bind. By Gordon Rennie. Fighting American and Speedboy are struggling to fit into the strange new world of the 21st-century, unaware that one of their old enemies, the notorious Doubleheader, is now the secret head of the FBI and is plotting to destroy them once and for all. Collects Fighting American: The Ties That Bind #1-4. Titan. Paperback. Pub at $16.99 $5.95

7865318 JUSTICE LEAGUE/AQUAMAN: Drowned Earth. By Scott Snyder et al. An army from the stars has come to plunder the Earth and its seas and it’s not alone. Faced with power beyond comprehension, even Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, Aquaman and the rest of the Justice League can’t stop the invaders. Collects Justice League #10-12; Aquaman #41-42; Titans #28; Justice League/Aquaman: Drowned Earth #1; and Aquaman/Justice League: Drowned Earth #1. DC Comics. Pub at $19.99 SOLD OUT

7822596 DC PRIDE: DC Poster Portfolio. Ed. by Robin Wildman. DC Comics celebrates Pride Month! Featuring LGBTQIA+ characters and allies from across the DC Universe, this celebration of love showcases 20 stunning pieces of artwork from the DC Pride #1 special, DC Pride variant covers, and more. Each removable page of this poster book showcase is perfect for framing and display. DC Comics. 2x16. Paperback. Pub at $24.99 $9.95

7778147 DAREDEVIL: The Man Without Fear. By Ed Brubaker. For the past few years, Matt Murdock’s life has been teetering on the edge of destruction. Now, pushed beyond the limit, he finds himself with no clear way out, the people he cares for find themselves in danger, and Hell’s Kitchen gradually slipping out of control. Collects Daredevil #82-93. Marvel. Paperback. Pub at $29.99 $11.95


7857721 DUNE, BOOK 2: Muad’Dib. By Frank Herbert et al. Young Paul Atreides and his mother, the Lady Jessica, find themselves stranded in the deep desert of Arrakis. Betrayed by their own physician, Dr. Yueh, and destroyed by their greatest enemy, the Harkonnens, Paul and Jessica must find the mysterious Fremen or perish. Dr. Yueh continues to unravel the closely guarded secrets of the planet, they each face choices. 168 pages. Abrams. Pub at $24.99 $7.95

7804466 BRZRKR, VOLUME ONE. By Keanu Reeves. The man known only as Ares, half-mortal and half-god, cursed and compelled to violence. But after wandering the world for centuries, B. has found a refuge, working for the U.S. government to fight the battles too violent for the American Way. B. will then tell the truth about his endless blood soaked existence. Collects BRZRKR #1-14. BOOM! Studios. Paperback. Pub at $16.99 $6.95

7794134 BEAUTIES BEASTS. By O. De Berardinis & J. Schell. Gasp in awe at an epic pairing of impossibly beautiful ladies and gloriously grotesque monstrosities—a first of its kind melding of creative talents of the world’s greatest living pinup artist Olivia De Berardinis, and the legendary creative creator, Jordu Schell. Adults only. Fully in color. Baby Tattoo. 6½x10¼. Paperback. Pub at $25.00 $5.95
SOLD OUT

7908490 STAR TREK, VOLUME 1: Boldly Go. By Mike Johnson with R. Parrott. After the destruction of their ship in Star Trek Beyond, the crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise have been reassigned to new ships with unseasoned crews, and unfamiliar roles. The galaxy enjoys a fragile peace, but the discoveries of new worlds and species, new ships, all lead to new danger. Collects Star Trek: Boldly Go #1-6. IDW Publishing. 6¾x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $13.95


7931425 CREEPY ARCHIVES, VOLUME TWO. By Otto Binder et al. Showcases some of the most harrowing stories of horror, murder, and supernatural mayhem in comics history. Running the gamut of gruesomely graphic subject matter, from re-imagined horror classics to spectacularly mind-twisting shorts or the macabre. Collects Creepy Magazine # 6-10; 294 pages. Dark Horse. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95


7916124 SOULWIND. By Scott Morse. Collects Morse’s epic graphic novel series in a single tome. Beginning with a boy transported across the universe to retrieve a legendary sword, and ending with an old woman unraveling the true account of creation. In B&W. Oni Press. Pub. at $39.99 $9.95

7877633 ROBO SAPIENS: Tales of Tomorrow. By Toranosuke Shimada. In the futuristic world of Robo sapiens, Autonomous “cyber-persons” with A.I. brains are now part of society, interacting with humans while developing their own culture. In fact, they may be surpassing humans, as biological robo sapiens have begun to fade out and give way to robo sapiens. But are humans truly disappearing, or are robots beginning the newest form of humanity?


7908431 JUDGE DREDD: False Witness. By Brandon Easton. Elite members of Mega-City One society enjoy luxury and freedom which are denied the masses. The system of law and order is designed to maintain their exploitative grip on the city’s resources and they’ll do anything to protect their operation. But when a criminal nobody uncovers a terrifying conspiracy, Mega-City One is shaken to its core! Collects Judge Dredd: False Witness #1-4. IDW Publishing. 6¾x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $5.95

7916159 THE TOOTH. By C. Bunn & S. Lee. Face front, horror hounds! The greatest of ghoulsh railway go to places you can see but never want to think about. Oni Press.

7902840 STRANGELING: The Art of Jasmine Beckett-Griffith. Contains a comprehensive compilation of fine color reproductions of the artist’s paintings. In addition to detailed insights from the artist, the artworks are supplemented with the poetry and short stories of the artist’s sisters, illuminating the histories behind some of the artist’s beloved characters. Gilded edges. Blue Angel. 8¼x12.


4934067 WONDER WOMAN: The Art and Making of the Film. By Shelly Geoff. Celebrates the creation of this groundbreaking movie, taking fans on a voyage of discovery through the world of Wonder Woman. Shells his the earliest concept art and costume designs, sketches and storyboards, this work delves deep into the filmmaking process from creating the stunning island of Themyscira to the war torn trenches and towns of First World War Europe. 191 pages. Titan. 12½x9¼. Pub. at $33.99 $19.99

7877536 GAMMA DRACONIS. By Benoist Simmat. Aika has a secret passion for the Occult. But when several experts are mysteriously attacked, she finds herself at the center of a conspiracy involving a sinister organization hell-bent on releasing a demonic entity into our world. Determined to solve the enigma, Aika must discover exactly how her family is involved, and why she is the only one who can stop the dreaded Gamma Draconis. B&W. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95
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THE AUTHORITY. By Ed Brubaker. The Authority are taking over the U.S. government! When Paul Revere and the Sons of Liberty rush back and incite the American populace into rebellion against their new rulers, can the Authority survive internal struggles long enough to maintain control? Collects The Authority: Revolution #1-12; with behind the scenes material including the complete script to The Authority: Revolution #7. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

GEARS OF WAR: Hivebusters. By Kurtis Wiebe. After successfully busting their first Swarm hive, Scorpio Squad will face their most dangerous mission yet—going after the Swarm that decimated the home settlement of one of their own! As Mac seeks to take revenge against the monsters that wiped out his town, teenage twins Keegan and Laini try to keep the team on track. Collects Gears of War: Hivebusters #1-5. IDW Publishing. 6½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $6.95

THE ANCIENT MAGUS’ BRIDE, VOLUME 3: Jack Flash and the Faerie Case Files. By Yu-Gotchi. Changelings do it all, from mediating underworld backroom deals to tackling a bad case of lovesickness. Now, while raising a baby dragon they accidentally hatched, the faerie Jack Flash and her human brother Larry take on some new cases. But of course, none of them will go as planned! Dark Horse. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95

7883463

7774855

7843798

STAR WARS, VOL. 2: Darth Vader. By J. Aaron & K. Gillen. Darth Vader now knows the name Luke Skywalker, and he is determined to track down the young Jedi and turn him to the dark side! Collects: Darth Vader #13-25; Annual #1; Star Wars: Vader Down #1; and Star Wars #13-14. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99 $19.95

7890710

MAGIKA: The Art of Melanie Delon. The art of fantasy has never been so exquisitely imagined, and Delon’s award-winning creations have been featured in publications around the world. This volume is a truly awe-inspiring showcase of her work. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. SQP. 9½x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95

7881827

SPY ISLAND. By Chelsea Cain. The world’s best spies keep watch over the Bermuda Triangle from a mysterious island outpost teeming with supernatural intrigue, monsters, and evil villains set on global domination. The best that the US has to offer is Nora Freud. With the aid of a marine cryptozoologist sister shows up, warning of mermaid attacks, Nora’s troubles begin. Collects Spy Island issues #1-4. Dark Horse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $8.95

7946279

THE WRATH OF Fantomas. By Olivier Bocquet. Plunges the reader into the Paris of the 1910s and provokes terror and fascination by resuscitating Fantomas, the evil character with a hundred faces. All masked men and women who grace the pages of American comics and movie screens are his illegitimate children. The blood of Fantomas flows in the veins of each of them. Titan. 8½x11. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

7916078

ELK’S RUN: A Tale of Small Town Horror. By Joshua Hale Fialkov. The small town of Elk’s Ridge was founded as a closed haven, dreamt up by Vietnam veterans looking to create a utopia. And in the beginning, it seemed like it might work. However, years later, the town has become a powder keg. The town must decide what terrible sacrifices they are willing to commit in order to preserve their way of life. 247 pages. Oni Press. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

7918941

CABLE. By Gerry Duggan. Cable has found home and happiness, with a family to call his own, and a giant space sword in his hand. But when mutant babies start to be kidnapped out in the wider world, Nathan takes it personally. Collects Cable (2020) #1-4, #7-12. Marvel. Paper at $39.99 $14.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 790844X

THE ORIGINALS: The Essential Edition. By Dave Gibbons. They’re the toughest gang on the streets, with the biggest parties in the best clubs, and for Lel and Bok, two childhood friends, nothing’s more important than being one of them. Joining the crowd will introduce them to a world of mind-expanding drugs, brutal battles with a rival gang, and for Lel in particular, the girl of his dreams. B&W. Berger Books. 9½x12. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

7919344
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7914503 BLACK STAR. By Eric Anthony Glover. In order to retrieve samples of an alien flower that may hold the key to saving millions of lives, Harper North and her crew of scientists must journey to Eleos, a dangerous planet on the edge of the galaxy. Abrams. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99. $5.95

7914407 THE ART OF ASSASSIN’S CREED UNITY. By Paul Davies. A breathtaking collection of artwork from the Ubisoft studio. Explore the palace of Versailles, climb Notre Dame’s towers and storm the Bastille alongside historical figures and the studio. Explore the palace of Versailles, climb Notre Dame’s towers and storm the Bastille alongside historical figures. Exhilarating collection of artwork from the Ubisoft studio. Abrams. Hardcover. $29.99

7860473 TARZAN, VOLUME 1: The New Adventures. By Roy Thomas. This incarnation of the Jungle Lord is presented in Sunday newspaper landscape format with all-new Tarzan tales penned by comics legend Roy Thomas with stunning illustration by Thomas Girndt and Benito Colombo. 108 pages. Dark Horse. 10⅛x8½. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95

7941803 THE WITCHER: Ronin. By Rafal Jaki. Geralt is faced with difficult moral choices while battling a variety of yokai and oni, creatures inspired by Japanese myths. Each encounter drops a clue in his desperate search for a mysterious apparition known as the Lady of Snow, yukk onna, for she is the key to the one Geralt seeks. Dark Horse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. $5.95

786938X BLACK TIDE RISING, VOLUME ONE. By Chuck Dixon. The media calls it the Pacific Flu. The CDC calls it H703, and it spreads like wildfire. The virus combines the worst symptoms of Rabies and the Common Cold, and is suspected to be man-made. The first reports of cannibalistic “zombie-like” symptoms were met with disbelief. Scientists are racing to find a cure. Baen. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. $7.95

7923716 WEREWOLF BY NIGHT, VOLUME 1: Marvel Masterworks. By Gerry Conway et al. Born on the night of a full moon, Marvel’s most fearsome horror hero debuts! He may be Jack Russell by day, but when darkness falls, he becomes the Werewolf by Night! Contains: Werewolf by Night! Collected. Collects Marvel: Spotlight #2-4 (1972); Werewolf by Night #1-8 (1972-1973); and Marvel Team-Up #12 (1973). 259 pages. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95. $5.95

7855681 THE WANDERING EARTH #2. By C. C. Beec. The life-saving brings are on track to have a catastrophic helium flash within the next 400 years, which would wipe the Earth from the universe entirely. To survive, humanity must construct massive engines on Earth that keep running nonsstop, gradually taking Earth out of the Sun’s orbit. Braking, escaping, and hostile living conditions wear down humanity’s hope. 124 pages. Talos. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. $5.95

7778058 ABSOLUTE SWAMP THING, VOLUME ONE. By Alan Moore. In 1983, an English writer joined a trio of American artists to revitalize a longstanding comic book icon. By the time they finished four years later, their work was recognized as among the best titles that launched a new era in modern graphic story-telling. Collects The Saga of the Swamp Thing #20-34, and Swamp Thing Annual #2. Includes velvet cover and ribbon bookmark. 446 pages. DC Comics. 9⅛x15. Pub. at $99.99. $34.95


7915756 ROBOCOP: Citizen’s Arrest. By Brian Wood. Thirty years have passed since Alex Murphy first took to the streets of Detroit as RoboCop. Following its destruction, OCP has risen again, appropriated by a new tech startup and showcasing a mobile app called ROBOCOP that allows citizens to report any crime they see fit and profit from it. Collects RoboCop: Citizen’s Arrest #1-5. BOOM! Studios. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. $7.95


7856644 SCOOP: Buried Leads. By Richard Ashley Hamilton. This just in! UFOs, time travelers, and mutants are real—and really bad news for teen sleuth Sophie Cooper. Join Sophie on a high-flying mystery through apocalyptic swamps of the Everglades to the heat of Miami’s city street! Insight Editions. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. $5.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/917
Fantasy & SciFi Comics

★★7932748 FANTASTIC PAINTINGS OF FRAZETTA. By J. David Spurlock. A landmark new collection from the world’s greatest fantasy artist, whose art sells for record-breaking millions. Frazetta has inspired generations, including movies and TV shows like Lord of the Rings, Conan, Game of Thrones and Star Wars. Fully illus., most in color. 114 pages. Vanguard. 10½x14½. $34.95

★★7849788 MAGIC, VOLUME FOUR. By Jed MacKay. In Ravinka, the Metal Mage leads a shadowy dissident, while Volkan, Rak Zarek, and Kaya are trapped and unable to escape. But despite Ravinka being seemingly unreachable, unlikely help may be on the way, determined to remain hidden from an enemy who could crush the entire multiverse! Collects Magic #16-20. Boom! Studios. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

★★774014X HOME TO STAY! The Complete Ray Bradbury EC Comics. 1951 and 1954. Fantagraphics adapted 28 classic Bradbury stories into comics form. This special companion collection features all 28 stories with stunning art reproduced in generously oversized coffee table dimensions! B&W, 306 pages. Fantagraphics. 10x13½. Pub. at $75.00 $54.95

★★7885583 MAGIC: Soul and Stone. By Seanan McGuire. Delve into Ajani Goldmane’s past adventures and uncover surprises, including what happened when the steadfast, valiant protector faced threats beyond his capabilities. Nahiri has protected her home plane Zendikar for centuries, but her fate is far from decided. Discover a brand new revelation from her distant past. Collects Magic: Ajani Goldman #1 and Magic: Nahiri the Lithomancer #1. Boom! Studios. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95


★★7908253 COSMO, VOLUME 1: Space Ace. By John Byelicki. A long lost file from this world fun with Cosmo and his Martian crew as they find excitement and dangers in the deepest corners of space! Join the team as they stumble upon a panicked human, amusement park rides on the moon and much more! Collects COSMO #1-5. Archie Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★★7807538 STARDRAGONS. By Paolo Barbieri. From the brilliant imagination of Barbieri comes a collection of exquisite and formidable stardragons. They are creative renditions of famous constellations, including Andromeda, Pegasus, Orion, Ursa Major, and many more. The Stardragons capture the essence of these cosmic forces and inspire you to shoot for the stars. Fully illus., in color. 127 pages. Llewellyn. 8½x11½. Pub. at $26.95 $21.95

★★7949022 ROT & RUIN: Warrior Smart. By Jonathan Maberry. We meet Benny, Nix, Lilah, and Chong as they travel through the Sierra Nevada mountains just one faltering step ahead of zombie hordes and one giant leap behind the plane flying through the sky that set them on their journey of discovery. Collects issues #1-5. IDW Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

★★7776798 SLEEPING BEAUTIES, VOLUME 1. By Stephen & Owen King. A bizarre sleeping sickness, called Aurora, has fallen over the world. Its victims can’t wake up, all of them are women. As nations fall into chaos, those women still awake take desperate measures to stay that way, and men everywhere begin to give in to their darkest impulses. 126 pages. IDW Publishing. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95
Based on TV, Movies & Games

**STARGATE: Althea: The Price of Power** By N. Gabrych & S. Miller. Althea, a woman from the future, has come to the present to rescue a friend in need. But her mission is complicated by the presence of the Auri, a mysterious alien species. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

**Doctor Who: The Thirteenth Doctor** By C. Scott & G. Mann. The Doctor and his new companions are facing their most dangerous adventure yet! Collects: Doctor Who: The Thirteenth Doctor #1-5. Titan. Pub. at $19.99


**Doctor Who: The Road to the Thirteenth Doctor** By G. Mann. Join the Doctor and his companions as they journey through time and space, facing their most daunting challenges! Collects: Doctor Who: The Road to the Thirteenth Doctor #1-3. Titan. Pub. at $16.99


**RIck and Morty: Ever After** By J. Zub & P. Rothfuss. Rick and Morty: Ever After is a new miniseries that explores the lives of Rick and Morty as they navigate the challenges of their world. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99


**Firefly: The Stinger** By Dillilah S. Dawson. Saffron continues her search for the Serenity. But this time, she's got no time for Mal, as their mission involves rescuing the remains of the ship and joining their own crew in search of a valuable artifact! BOOM! Studios. Pub. at $19.99

**Star Trek: Manifest Destiny, Vol. 1: VARGR** By Warren Ellis. After a mission of vengeance in Helsinki, Klaatu returns to London and assumes the workload of a fallen 00 Section agent. His new mission takes him to Berlin, presumably to break up a drug-trafficking operation. But Bond has no idea of the forces that have gathered against him. Dynamite. Pub. at $19.99

**Star Trek: The Living Daylights** By Ian Fleming. James Bond, 007, is ordered to travel to Austria to intercept a Soviet spy. But when the mission goes wrong, Bond finds himself embroiled in a dangerous conspiracy that threatens the entire Western world. James Bond, Vol. 1: The Man with the Golden Gun. Pub. at $19.99

**Avalon: Bad Stories for Bad Children** By M. Colville & J. Colville. This miniseries tells the tales of Avalon, a land where the stories of the past are brought to life. IDW Publishing. Pub. at $19.99

**Firefly: Her Man in Dallas** By M. Scott. Wash emerges from a coma, but his memory has been erased. Will he be able to piece together his past and save the crew of the Serenity? Dynamite. Pub. at $19.99

**Doctor Who: The Eleventh Doctor** By C. Scott & G. Mann. The Doctor and his new friends are in a race against time to prevent the entire Western Front from becoming part of the Dalek project! Collects: Doctor Who: The Eleventh Doctor #1-5. Titan. Pub. at $19.99

**Firefly: The Vortex** By C. Scott & G. Mann. The Doctor and his companions are in a race against time to prevent the Dalek project from becoming a reality! Collects: Doctor Who: The Vortex #1-5. Titan. Pub. at $19.99

**Doctor Who: The Eleventh Doctor Ongoing** By C. Scott & G. Mann. The Doctor and his new friends are in a race against time to prevent the Dalek project from becoming a reality! Collects: Doctor Who: The Eleventh Doctor #1-5. Titan. Pub. at $19.99


**Star Trek: Manifest Destiny** By M. Johnson & R. Smith. The Ninth Doctor, Rose, and Captain Jack return as they face new challenges in this thrilling miniseries! Collects: Star Trek: Manifest Destiny #1-4. Also includes the Klingon language version of Star Trek: Manifest Destiny #1. IDW Publishing. 6¾×10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

**Tenth Doctor Ongoing** By C. Scott & G. Mann. The Tenth Doctor and his new companions face a new and dangerous challenge! Collects: Tenth Doctor Ongoing #1-5. Titan. Pub. at $19.99

**Star Trek: The Living Daylights Presents the Original Serialized Comic-Strip Adaptation** By Ian Fleming. Adapted by Greg Cox. Pub. at $19.99

**Avalon: Bad Stories for Bad Children** By M. Colville & J. Colville. This miniseries tells the tales of Avalon, a land where the stories of the past are brought to life. IDW Publishing. Pub. at $19.99

**Firefly: Her Man in Dallas** By M. Scott. Wash emerges from a coma, but his memory has been erased. Will he be able to piece together his past and save the crew of the Serenity? Dynamite. Pub. at $19.99

**Doctor Who: The Eleventh Doctor** By C. Scott & G. Mann. The Doctor and his new friends are in a race against time to prevent the Dalek project from becoming a reality! Collects: Doctor Who: The Eleventh Doctor #1-5. Titan. Pub. at $19.99

**Doctor Who: The Eleventh Doctor Ongoing** By C. Scott & G. Mann. The Doctor and his new friends are in a race against time to prevent the Dalek project from becoming a reality! Collects: Doctor Who: The Eleventh Doctor #1-5. Titan. Pub. at $19.99
Based on TV, Movies & Games


**7908547** STRANGER THINGS: The Tomb of Yowen. By Greg Pak. It’s January 1985–the Hawkins crew have survived their battle with the mind flayer, but Will and Joyce are still reeling from the recent death of Bob Newby. After he and Mr. Clarke discover a mysterious map Bob left in a box of nerdy memorabilia, Will rallies the crew to investigate. Collects Stranger Things: Tomb of Yowen #1–4. Dark Horse. 6¾x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

**804661** FIREFLY: New Sheriff in the Valley. By Greg Pak. When a new law enforcement officer arrives in Serenity, he is determined to prove that what happened between him and El is only a nightmare. But it wasn’t, and soon, he and his friend, James, will discover that their town is really as spooky as the “nerds” told them it is. Dark Horse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $6.95

**7810067** FIREFLY, VOLUME 1: Blue Sun Rising. By Greg Pak. Sheriff Mal Reynolds has a new partner—a law enforcing robot from the Blue Sun Corporation, who doesn’t care about motives, about mercy, about anything other than enforcing the law. No matter Mal, there’s really only one choice—reunite the crew of Serenity for one last impossible job to save the Verse. Collects Fiery Blue Sun Rising #0 and Fiery #21-22. BOOM! Studios. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

**7804628** FIREFLY: Return to the Earth That Was. By Greg Pak. As strangers in a strange land, they encounter individual and shared challenges galore! Will Captain Kaylee be able to hold her crew together and not strangle Captain Mal in the process? Does Zoe find out what it means to be a Washburne? Can the legacy of Shepherd Book unite Lank and Mal and a new world? Collects Firefly #29-32. BOOM! Studios. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

**7781725** RICK AND MORTY: Infinity Hour. By Magdalene Visaggio. Rick Sanchez has always known he was destined for greater things. When that greater thing calls, will he be ready to answer? He is recruited to join a galactic rebellion, forming a bond with a ragtag group of freedom fighters, mystics, and mercenaries. Can this team of would-be heroes overthrow the Galactic Federation? 112 pages. Oni Press. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**787104X** STRANGER THINGS OMNIBUS, VOLUME ONE. By J. Houser & G. Pak. Featuring four exciting and perilous adventures following the kids from Stranger Things: Collects Stranger Things: The Other Side, Stranger Things: Six, Stranger Things: Into the Fire; and Stranger Things: Science Camp 370 pages. Dark Horse. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**7686498** RICK AND MORTY, BOOK SEVEN. By Kyle Starks. This deluxe hardcover edition is a must have for every fan of Rick and Morty’s madness. Collects Rick and Morty #46-50; Rick and Morty Presents: Jerry #1; Rick and Morty: Mr. Meeseeks #1; Rick and Morty Presents: The Flesh Curtains #1; and Rick and Morty Presents: Unity #1. 276 pages. Oni Press. 8x12½. Pub. at $49.99 $19.95

**7929380** WORLD OF WARCRAFT: Dark Riders. By Mike Costa. The Dark Riders rank among Azeroth’s most chilling legions. These cloaked figures are said to terrorize the gloomy forests of Duskwood, driven by an unholy force to seek out powerful artifacts. A group of Alliance champions must unravel these mysteries and more. Blizzard. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

**7871023** MINECRAFT, VOLUME 1. By Steve R. Monster. Tyler is your everyday kid whose life is changed when his family has to move. Thankfully, Tyler has a strong group of friends linked in the world of Minecraft. Tyler, along with his friend Sam, Candace, and Grace have been going on countless adventures across the Overworld and are in need of a new challenge. Ages 8-12. Some in B&W. 88 pages. Dark Horse. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95


**7908261** CYBERPUNK 2077: Where’s Johnny. By Bartosz Sztybor. A hard-boiled journalist bent on taking down the corrupt corporations of night city finally gets a chance to do it. Someone nuked the headquarters of a major corporation, and rumor has it, it was the infamous Johnny Silverhand. The streets are buzzing that he’s dead and his body remains at the bottom of the nuclear crater. The reporter’s job: find the body. Dark Horse. 6¾x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

**7929854** LEGENDS, VOLUME FIVE: Warcraft. By Christie Golden et al. This exciting Warcraft: Legends adventure continues with this latest installment of stories set in the Warcraft universe. Includes A Warrior Made—Part 2; Warrior: United; The First Guardian: A Cleansing Fire; and Nightmarer B&W. Blizzard. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95


**7887248** RICK AND MORTY: Crisis on C-137. By Stephanie Phillips. When the universe’s great defenders, the Vindicators, are all but eradicated, the weight of every sinister, galactic threat falls on the narrow shoulders of the guy who wiped them out. Collects Rick and Morty: Crisis on C-137 #1–4. Oni Press. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $17.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/917
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**7908415** HALO, VOLUME 4: Escalation. With the Janus Key now in their possession, Jul ’Mdama and Dr. Catherine Halsey race to unlock the staggering secret of the mysterious Forerunner site known as the Absolute Record. Collects Halo: Escalation #4. 138 pages. Dark Horse. 6¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

**SOLD OUT**

**7915381** ASSASSIN’S CREED: El Cakr. By Corbeyran. While Jonathan Hawk tries to unmask the traitor that has infiltrated his cell, his ancestral subject El Cakr takes the fight to the Templars for possession of the Scepter of Aset. The stakes are high in an Egypt troubled by the assassination of sultan Al-Nasir Muhammad, as the goddess’ sacred staff promises untold power to whoever possesses it! 48 pages. Titan. 7¼x11. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**7895224** RICK AND MORTY PRESENTS, VOLUME FIVE. By Ivan Cohen et al. These four comic books collected here for the first time, focus on fan-favorite characters and storylines. Collects Rick and Morty Presents: Morty’s Run; Big, Dumb, Summer Vacation; Rick and Morty #100; and Time Zoo. Fully illustrated color. 158 pages. Oni Press. Hardcover. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**790858X** WOLFENSTEIN: The Deep. By Dan Walters. It’s 1960, the fascists won WWII, and a small band of outsiders fight to survive in occupied America. But the relative peace of their sanctuary is shattered by the arrival of the Regime, on a top-secret quest to tighten the grip they have on the entire world. But they’re not the only new faces in town. Collects Wolfenstein #1-2. Titan. 6¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $14.95

**SOLD OUT**

**7804601** FIREBALL: BOOK TWO: Legacy Edition. By Z. Whedon & C. Roberson. The Verse is on the brink of war, and Captain Mal and his crew are on the run from the Alliance and an old, unstoppable foe. On the far ends of the Verse, it’ll take quite a gamble to pull them back together. Collects Serenity: Leaves on the Wind #1-6; and Serenity: No Power in the Verse #1-6. BOOM! Studios. Hardcover. Pub. at $29.95 $16.95

**SOLD OUT**

**7876688** JIM HENSON’S BENEATH THE DARK CRYSTAL. By Adam Smith, illus. by A. Huntington. With the Crystal healed and the Skeksis banished, Kenbo and Thurma return to their separate worlds to enjoy the peace they fought so hard to ensure. But they haven’t returned to the Crystal Castle he is asked to rule, he sets out to better understand the world he saved. Collects Beneath the Dark Crystal #1-4. Archaia. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

**SOLD OUT**

**1940104** MISS BUTTERWORTH AND THE MAD BARON. By Julia Quinn. Born into a family that is tragically ravaged by smallpox, Miss Priscilla Butterworth uses her wits to survive a series of outlandish trials. The young girl is sent to live with a cabbages and fishes forces her to work for her keep. Eventually she makes her escape, and embarks on a daring journey into the unknown. 150 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

**SOLD OUT**

**7775059** THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN: Season Six. By Kuhoric Ramirez. Steve Austin, was a man uniquely alive. OSI begins to make him into the world’s first Bionic Man. Now, he and Oscar Goldman are the most effective team in National Security. But a rogue faction in the OSI is making a power play for that position with a man of infallible agent, one that’s completely obedient and robotic. Dynamite. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

**General Comics**

**7931581** THE BEST OF DON WINSLOW OF THE NAVY: A Collection of High-Sea Stories. By Winslow. Ed. by Craig Yoe. Arousal collection of the very best action packed adventure stories from the classic run of one of the most popular comic books published during and after World War II. Collects Don Winslow of the Navy #1, #2, #31, #36, #37, #41 #43, #49-#54, and #60. 271 pages. Naval Institute. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

Blu-ray **7835876** ROBERT KIRKMAN’S SECRET HISTORY OF THE COMICS INDUSTRY. Includes interviews with key creators. Robert Kirkman takes a deeper look into the stories, people and events that have transformed the world of comic books. Features interviews with icons such as Stan Lee, Patti Jenks, K.K. Simmons, Kevin Smith, and more. Collects all six episodes. Not Rated. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two Blu-rays. AMC. $7.95


**7781240** BEFORE WATCHMEN: COMEDIAN/RORSCHACH. By Brian Azzarello. Edward Blake’s moral code, much like his sense of humor, is darkly ambiguous. There’s no doubt he’s the man for the job if it’s a dirty one. The Comedian enters the theater of war to have the last laugh. Walter Kovacs had an innate sense of right and wrong. He became the vigilante known as Rorschach. Collects Before Watchmen: Comedian #1-6 and Before Watchmen: Rorschach #1-4. DC was happy to sell that for $9.99

**SOLD OUT**

**7866224** THE ART OF HARLEY QUINN. By Andrew Farago. Provides the complete history of Harley Quinn comic art, detailing the creation and evolution of the character through exclusive interviews with the artists who brought the character to life. This volume is packed with the most iconic covers and panels in Harley Quinn history, 184 pages. Insight Editions. 11¼x11. Hardcover. Pub. at $45.00 $14.95

**SOLD OUT**

**7827058** TALES FROM THE CRYPT, VOLUME 1: The EC Archives. By Al Feldstein et al. These comics were originally published—on cheap newsprint paper and in limited color—as ten-cent comic books from about 1950-1955. This edition contains classic covers and stories #20-22 of Tales from the Crypt, and issues #17-19 of The Crypt of Terror, presents the original stories in digitally remastered color. 216 pages. Dark Horse. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/917
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By Harvey Kurtzman et al. Collects issues *– 30

TWO-FISTED TALES, VOLUME 1: The EC Archives. By Paul Levitz. Return to the early 1950s and revisit the comics that closed the newsstand era and see timeless stories and groundbreaking creative efforts from seasoned veterans and rising stars alike. Presented here are milestones in graphic storytelling from a host of comics’ legendary figures, including: Jim Aparo, Cary Bates, Michael Fleischer, Gil Kane, and many more. In color and B&W. 499 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.99 $19.95

7716338 THE LITTLE BOX OF DC COMICS: SUPER HEROES. By Paul Levitz. Batman, Superman and Wonder Woman! Three incredible volumes detailing the classic comic books we all used to love. Chock full of classic images and text, these are your definitive guides to the most popular Super Heroes of all time! 576 pages in three volumes, slipcased. Fully illus. with color photos. Taschen. Pub. at $34.99 $16.95

782260X DC THROUGH THE ’80s: The End of Eras. Ed. by Paul Levitz. Return to the early 1980s and revisit the comics that closed the newsstand era and see timeless stories and groundbreaking creative efforts from seasoned veterans and rising stars alike. Presented here are milestones in graphic storytelling from a host of comics’ legendary figures, including: Jim Aparo, Cary Bates, Michael Fleischer, Gil Kane, and many more. In color and B&W. 499 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.99 $19.95

7741227 WALT DISNEY’S UNCLE SCROOGE: “The Twenty-Four-Carat Moon”. By Carl Barks. Forget everything you’ve ever heard about the Moon being made of green cheese. Earth’s newest moon is solid gold! Naturally, Scrooge wants to claim it as his own, and so the greatest gold rush in history is on. But little does the richest duck on this world suspect the surprise that awaits when he lands on that one? 202 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

7753209 UNCLE SCROOGE AND DONALD DUCK: Bear Mountain Tales. Ed. by David Gerstein. This volume collects Daniel Branca’s “Return to Bear Mountain,” in which Scrooge engages in a gambling war with random gnomes. Don Rosa’s “The Richest Duck in the World,” which features Donald’s first visit to the fabled Money Bin; and there’s a crash course with Launchpad McQuack in “New Year’s Eve.” An unforgettable batch of birthday stories and winter adventures is here! Fully illus. in color. 280 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

7821174 MICKEY AND DONALD: For Whom the Doorbell Tolls and Other Tales Inspired by Hemingway. By Stefano Turrioni et al. From Donald’s bid for knighthood as “The Duck Who Would Be King” to Uncle Scrooge’s fish-wrangling in “The Older Man and the Sea,” and more, these epics range from classic spoofs to stories only loosely inspired by “Papa” Hemingway’s work. A bonus fable with Mickey meeting “Ernest” in person is icing on an amazing cake! 180 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

7842155 HACES FROM KRYPTON: The First, Unauthorized Oral History of Superman. By Edward Gross. The most comprehensive work on Superman to date, covering his comics debut, transition to radio, movie serials, animation, live action, and even TV and video game, and concluding with the role in the 21st Century zeitgeist. Told through the words of 250 people entwined with the Superman legacy, including writers, artists, illustrators, actors, and filmmakers.

180 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

706 pages. NacelleBooks. Pub. at $36.99 $27.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/917
Applause. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


| 7866069 | WALT DISNEY’S NINE OLD MEN: Masters of Animation. Text by Charles Solomon. After roughly 40 years of mentorship, the Nine Old Men were all named Disney Legends in 1992 in recognition of their lasting contributions, not only to the Walt Disney Studios, but to animation as a whole. This stunning volume offers a deep dive into their esteemed work and life stories—and a rich offering of the legacy they helped shape. Fully illus., some color. 180 pages. Weidlein Owen. T/N 9/94. Trade. Paperbound. Pub. at $50.00 |

| 7984397 | ARCHIE GIANT COMICS SPLENDOR. By Angelo DeCaro et al. This giant-sized collection features heart, humor, and hijinks, everything fans have come to expect from the town of Riverdale! Fully illus. in color. Archie Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 |


7884397 | ARCHIE GIANT COMICS SPLENDOR. By Angelo DeCaro et al. This giant-sized collection features heart, humor, and hijinks, everything fans have come to expect from the town of Riverdale! Fully illus. in color. Archie Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 |

7767344 | ALL’S FAIR IN LOVE & WAR: The Ultimate Cartoon Book. Ed. by Bob Eckstein. For hopeless romantics and cynical heart-breakers alike. Find wit and wisdom on love in all its varieties, from a first date to a third divorce. This curated collection features work by the best and brightest New Yorker cartoonists. Fully illus. 143 pages. Princeton Architectural. Pub. at $21.95 |


7911106 | THE MANY LIVES OF PU Shepard. By Claire Belton. Enter the adorable world(s) of Pusheen! More than just your average tabby cat, Pusheen can be found in many different dimensions, from a beautiful mermaid at the bottom of the sea to a pastel alien visiting from a faraway planet! Most often though, you’ll simply find her by her food bowl! 177 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 |


7832990 | FUNNYMAN. By T. Andrae & M. Gordon. Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster created two superheroes. One is Superman. The other is Funnyman, and this volume details his amazing back story. Features reproductions from Funnyman’s rare comic books, Sunday funnies, and daily strips. 183 pages. Fantagraphics. 8½ x 10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 |

7869940 | IF YOU CAN’T BEAT ’EM, EAT ’EM. By Jim Toomey. When Sherman and Thornton hear about an iceberg that’s being towed from Antarctica to boost global water reserves, they sense an opportunity for a lifetime supply of smoothies. But will the iceberg plants make it home with their smoothie source intact? Take a dive into the latest hilarious collection of Sherman antics. Fully illus., some color. 128 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 |

7825660 | THE FABULOUS FURRY FREAK BROTHERS: Grass Roots and Other Follies. By Gilbert Shelton et al. Freewheelin’ Franklin, Phineas, and Fat Freddy set out for the country to join their hippy brothers and sisters, simplify their lives, and get back to Nature. only to discover Nature doesn’t want them. And that’s only one of the slapstick filled outings in this volume. In B&W. 138 pages. Fantagraphics. 8½ x 10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 |

7820841 | THE ART OF RUBE GOLDBERG. Selected by Jennifer George. Goldberg (1883-1970) was the most famous cartoonist of his time, best known for his comic inventions. Here, George celebrates all aspects of her grandfather’s life, from his very first published drawings to his incredible inventions. From Rube’s never-ending factory to his “What-if” and “How-to” ideas to his many different dimensions, from a beautiful mermaid at the bottom of the sea to a pastel alien visiting from a faraway planet! In B&W. 138 pages. Fantagraphics. 8½ x 10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $60.00 |

7830033 | ARCHIE DECADES: The 1960s. By Frank Doyle. Archie shined bright in the 1960s when his standalone title proved to be introducing hilarious, and unforgettable characters such as Veronica and Fred. This volume showcases the stories that captured the world’s attention: the last days of Archie Andrews, and the celebration of his life that follows. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Archie Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99 |

7877579 | THE MAN FROM R.I.V.E.R.D.A.L.E. By Frank Doyle. The Williwaw’se Mad Doctor Doo and his organization C.R.U.S.H. have targeted the students of Riverdale High with a devious plan to turn them into the Walking Dazed! Now it’s up to special agent Archie Andrews and his team to stop them! 224 pages. Archie Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99 |

7716958 | WILD MINDS: The Artists and Rivalries That Inspired the Golden Age of Animation. By Reid Mitenbuler. The vivid and untold story of the golden age of classic animation and the often larger than life artists who created some of the most iconic cartoon characters of the twentieth century. Photos, some in color. 411 pages. Grove. 6½ x 9¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00 |

7988566 | THE MANY LIVES OF PU Shepard. By Claire Belton. Enter the adorable world(s) of Pusheen! More than just your average tabby cat, Pusheen can be found in many different dimensions, from a beautiful mermaid at the bottom of the sea to a pastel alien visiting from a faraway planet! Most often though, you’ll simply find her by her food bowl! 177 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 |

7855656 | THE FABULOUS FURRY FREAK BROTHERS: Grass Roots and Other Follies. By Gilbert Shelton et al. Freewheelin’ Franklin, Phineas, and Fat Freddy set out for the country to join their hippy brothers and sisters, simplify their lives, and get back to Nature. only to discover Nature doesn’t want them. And that’s only one of the slapstick filled outings in this volume. In B&W. 138 pages. Fantagraphics. 8½ x 10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 |

780841 | THE ART OF RUBE GOLDBERG. Selected by Jennifer George. Goldberg (1883-1970) was the most famous cartoonist of his time, best known for his comic inventions. Here, George celebrates all aspects of her grandfather’s life, from his very first published drawings to his incredible inventions. From Rube’s never-ending factory to his “What-if” and “How-to” ideas to his many different dimensions, from a beautiful mermaid at the bottom of the sea to a pastel alien visiting from a faraway planet! In B&W. 138 pages. Fantagraphics. 8½ x 10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $60.00 |

7830033 | ARCHIE DECADES: The 1960s. By Frank Doyle. Archie shined bright in the 1960s when his standalone title proved to be introducing hilarious, and unforgettable characters such as Veronica and Fred. This volume showcases the stories that captured the world’s attention: the last days of Archie Andrews, and the celebration of his life that follows. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Archie Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99 |

7877579 | THE MAN FROM R.I.V.E.R.D.A.L.E. By Frank Doyle. The Williwaw’se Mad Doctor Doo and his organization C.R.U.S.H. have targeted the students of Riverdale High with a devious plan to turn them into the Walking Dazed! Now it’s up to special agent Archie Andrews and his team to stop them! 224 pages. Archie Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99 |

7716958 | WILD MINDS: The Artists and Rivalries That Inspired the Golden Age of Animation. By Reid Mitenbuler. The vivid and untold story of the golden age of classic animation and the often larger than life artists who created some of the most iconic cartoon characters of the twentieth century. Photos, some in color. 411 pages. Grove. 6½ x 9¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00 |

7988566 | THE MANY LIVES OF PU Shepard. By Claire Belton. Enter the adorable world(s) of Pusheen! More than just your average tabby cat, Pusheen can be found in many different dimensions, from a beautiful mermaid at the bottom of the sea to a pastel alien visiting from a faraway planet! Most often though, you’ll simply find her by her food bowl! 177 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 |

7911106 | THE MANY LIVES OF PU Shepard. By Claire Belton. Enter the adorable world(s) of Pusheen! More than just your average tabby cat, Pusheen can be found in many different dimensions, from a beautiful mermaid at the bottom of the sea to a pastel alien visiting from a faraway planet! Most often though, you’ll simply find her by her food bowl! 177 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 |
8786534 *GARFIELD HOME COOKIN’* By Jim Davis. Someone’s always cooking up fun and often trouble in the Arbuckle home. Whether it’s one of Jon’s half-baked ideas or mischievous Garfield stirring the pot, it all boils down to an entertaining time for fans! Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Andrews McMeel. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95


4880781 *PEANUTS BY THE DECADE: The Complete Daily Strips from the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s.* By Charles M. Schulz. Contains all the black and white comic strips from the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s. Always funny to read for any Peanuts fan, 1,550 pages in three volumes. Slipscased (slipscases are in damaged condition). SHOPWORN. Andrews McMeel. 9¼x12½. Paperbound. Pub. at $90.00 $29.95

7915721 *PEANUTS GAME DAY.* By Charles M. Schulz. Join the hilarious antics of Charlie Brown and the gang on the playing field as they try their hand in baseball, basketball, golf, ice skating, hockey and tennis. Sports has never been more fun and zany 808 pages in four volumes, slipscased. Fully illus. Fantagraphics. 7¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $64.99 $21.95


7831417 *THE BEST OF ARCHIE MUSICAL MADNESS.* By Frank Doyle et al. Celebrates over seven decades of musical stories from The Archies’ first appearance in 1967 to today! The Archies are the hottest band on the last century, and now you can get an all-access look at what makes The Archies—as well as their friends—just so fun and appealing. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Archie Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

7832788 *THE BLOOM COUNTY LIBRARY 1982–1984, VOL. TWO.* By Berkeley Breathed. The chronological saga of the quirky denizens of Bloom County, a quaint hamlet inhabited by a host of endearing oddballs like Mike Bloom, Binkley, Cutler John, Steve Dallas, Opus the Penguin, and a crazed cat named Bill. Presenting more than 600 sequential comic strips. Fully illus., some in color, 296 pages. IDW Publishing. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99 $26.95

7907672 *EVERYTHING’S ARCHIE.* By Frank Doyle et al. The Archies are back! A rockin’ band in Riverdale, if not the whole world! And when the band isn’t playing wild and outrageous shows, its members, led by the charismatic Archie Andrews, are getting into their own brand of hijinks and fun! This chronological volume features over 30 stories from the original 1960s run. Fully illus. 224 pages. Archie Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99 $7.95

7788894 *THE BOOK OF MR. NATURAL:* Profane Tales of That Old Mystic Madcap. By R. Crumb. In cartoon strip format, tales of the old mystic madcap—experiencing Death Valley, visiting the city, sharing conversation with Flakey Front around the kitchen table. Adults only. 126 pages. Fantagraphics. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

7823398 *LOVE & VERMIN: A Collection of Cartoons by The New Yorker.* By J. Moor. McPhail. New cartoons mix with old favorites: mischievous mice and opportunistic pigeons offer portals into McPhail’s crackling curiosity, while Lady No-Kid’s adventures continue with high-flying glee. Everything from contemporary topics to universal truths. Illus. 226 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $32.50 $9.95

7856077 *ZITS: Undivided Intention.* By J. Scott & J. Borgman. The timeless teenage antics of Jeremy, whose fridge clearing appetite, garage band in Riverdale, if not the whole world! And when the band isn’t playing wild and outrageous shows, its members, led by the charismatic Archie Andrews, are getting into their own brand of hijinks and fun! This chronological volume features over 30 stories from the original 1960s run. Fully illus. 224 pages. Archie Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99 $7.95

785500X *PEARLS TAKES A WRONG TURN: A Pearls Before Swine Treasury.* By Stephan Pastis. This treasury is full of Pastis’ cynical humor, sharp wit, and clever commentary. The regular Pearls clan weighs in on everything from modern technology to current events from the last century, and every cartoon from I Scream, You Scream, We All Scream Because Puns Suck and Floundering Fathers. Fully illus. some in color. 254 pages. Andrews McMeel. 10¼x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $4.95

8782338 *ZITS:* 20 Years of Strips and Stories. By J. Scott & J. Borgman. Looks back at the year 20 whirwind life of the Duncan family, the inhabitants of the pop culture, modern family cartoon. The authors have selected their all-time favorite cartoons to fill the collection along with special features, including stories about how they met and created Zits. Fully illus., many in color. 254 pages. Andrews McMeel. 10¼x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $7.95

781275 *WHAT WAS THAT ALL ABOUT? ZITS: 20 Years of Strips and Stories.* By J. Scott & J. Borgman. Looks back at the year 20 whirwind life of the Duncan family, the inhabitants of the pop culture, modern family cartoon. The authors have selected their all-time favorite cartoons to fill the collection along with special features, including stories about how they met and created Zits. Fully illus., many in color. 254 pages. Andrews McMeel. 10¼x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $7.95

7788894 *THE BOOK OF MR. NATURAL:* Profane Tales of That Old Mystic Madcap. By R. Crumb. In cartoon strip format, tales of the old mystic madcap—experiencing Death Valley, visiting the city, sharing conversation with Flakey Front around the kitchen table. Adults only. 126 pages. Fantagraphics. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

7823398 *LOVE & VERMIN: A Collection of Cartoons by The New Yorker.* By J. Moor. McPhail. New cartoons mix with old favorites: mischievous mice and opportunistic pigeons offer portals into McPhail’s crackling curiosity, while Lady No-Kid’s adventures continue with high-flying glee. Everything from contemporary topics to universal truths. Illus. 226 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $32.50 $9.95

7856077 *ZITS: Undivided Intention.* By J. Scott & J. Borgman. The timeless teenage antics of Jeremy, whose fridge clearing appetite, garage band in Riverdale, if not the whole world! And when the band isn’t playing wild and outrageous shows, its members, led by the charismatic Archie Andrews, are getting into their own brand of hijinks and fun! This chronological volume features over 30 stories from the original 1960s run. Fully illus. 224 pages. Archie Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99 $7.95

785500X *PEARLS TAKES A WRONG TURN: A Pearls Before Swine Treasury.* By Stephan Pastis. This treasury is full of Pastis’ cynical humor, sharp wit, and clever commentary. The regular Pearls clan weighs in on everything from modern technology to current events from the last century, and every cartoon from I Scream, You Scream, We All Scream Because Puns Suck and Floundering Fathers. Fully illus. some in color. 254 pages. Andrews McMeel. 10¼x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $4.95

8782338 *ZITS:* 20 Years of Strips and Stories. By J. Scott & J. Borgman. Looks back at the year 20 whirwind life of the Duncan family, the inhabitants of the pop culture, modern family cartoon. The authors have selected their all-time favorite cartoons to fill the collection along with special features, including stories about how they met and created Zits. Fully illus., many in color. 254 pages. Andrews McMeel. 10¼x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $7.95
**7953410 CELEBRATING PEANUTS.** By Charles M. Schulz. A decade-by-decade look at the strip’s development, through a selection of almost 2,000 cartoons. Quotes from Schulz that reveal how his mind worked, how his life shaped the strip, and how he brought Peanuts into his life. A true collector’s item, this is a must-have for any Peanuts fan. Full illus. in color. 100 pages. Andrews McMeel. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95 $34.95


**7834764 YOU HAVE THOSE WILD EYES AGAIN, MOOCH: A New Mutts Treasury.** By Patrick McDonnell. It’s that time of year again when Mootch gets those wild eyes and anything can happen. In this newest collection of Mutts comics, Earl and Mootch go to the beach for summer vacation, welcome back new and old friends, and show us the rewards of loving an animal. Fully illus., some in color. 197 pages. Andrews McMeel. 10¼x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $19.99


**7807147 KRAZY & IGNATZ 1925-1927: The George Herriman Library.** Showcases one of the most celebrated comic strips of the art form’s history as it strides boldly through the mid-1920s. Ignatz repeatedly sets elaborate traps for Krazy, adventures on the “enchanted mesa” wackyathy, literal clifflingers—and what happens when Santa and the stork arrive at the same moment? Fully illus. 208 pages. Fantagraphics. 11¼x13¼. Paperback. Pub. at $49.99 $49.99


**7863012 TERMINAL LANCE ULTIMATE OMNIBUS.** By Maximilian Uriarte. The military’s most popular comic strip for years, garnering hundreds of thousands of committed fans. The author presents us with the complete collection that fans have been clamoring for. Provides a hilarious and deeply intelligent look into every aspect of life for American marines. Fully illus. 337 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $30.00 $11.95

**7790527 TERRY AND THE PIRATES, VOL. 5: 1939. The Hypnotic April Kane.** By Milton Caniff. Collects a 12-book series with the entirety of Caniff’s ground-breaking newspaper adventure strip. A 13th work uses his personal files to provide an extensive background look at how Terry and the Pirates was created. Reproduced by 31 million newspaper subscribers between 1934 and 1946. Fully illus. in color. 206 pages. Andrews McMeel. 11x14¼. Paperback. Pub. at $100.00 $100.00


**7737939** THE BLOOM COUNTY LIBRARY, VOL. ONE. By Berkeley Breathed. This volume begins the complete and definitive library, presenting more than 600 sequential comic strips from the very beginning, including exclusive and insightful commentary by Breathed himself. Introduces the beloved Opus the Penguin, as well as Bill the Cat, Cutsie John, Michael Binkley, Milo Bloom, Steve Dallas, and others. 284 pages. IDW Publishing. 11x8¼. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99 $26.95


**7941625** JUGHEAD'S TIME POLICE, VOL. 1. By Sina Grace. When Jughead messes up his Riverdale Annual Bake-Off pie recipe so terribly, he is disqualified and banned from all future Bake-Offs! Jug goes on an unhinkable length to fix his error: time travel! Archie Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.50

**8782992** THE RULING CLAWS: The Socialist Cartoons of Syd Hoff. Hoff set his sights on the ruling class and revealed them for what they were: hilariously inept, deeply selfish, and incredibly dangerous. He feared nothing from his pen, lambasting police brutality, thinly-skinned industrialists, racists, and the looming threat of fascism at home and abroad. B&W. 161 pages. NYRB. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**7953953** ZITS SCREEN TIME. By J. Scott. Jeremy tries his best to deal with a busy teenage social calendar, high school crushes, and keeping his mom just clean enough to appease his overbearing—er, loving parents. Fully Illustrated. Some in color. 208 pages. Andrews McMeel. 10¾x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95


**7909519** TERRY AND THE PIRATES, Vol. 4: 1938, Pirate Queen and Patriot. By Milton Caniff. Collects a 12-book series with the entirety of Caniff’s ground-breaking newspaper adventure strip. A 13th work uses his personal files to provide an extensive background look at how Terry and the Pirates was created. Read daily by 31 million newspaper subscribers between 1934 and 1946. Fully Illustrated. In BW & Color. 163 pages. Dark Horse. 11x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $100.00 $39.95


**7870965** THE ART OF STAR WARS: Visions. Text by Zack Davisson. An original series of animated shorts, celebrates the Star Wars galaxy through the lens of the world’s best Japanese anime creators. Fans can enjoy the universe of Star Wars from a thrilling new point of view. Fully Illustrated. Most in color. 192 pages. Dark Horse. 11¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $37.95 $29.95


**7870597** THE ART OF DUCKTALES. Text by Zack Davisson. Ken Plume, Jeff Staves, and Bob Camp revisit the hit animated cartoon and share their favorite stories behind the series, such as their work as writers and animators, the lore of Scrooge McDuck and his friends, and the stories behind their favorite moments.
**Manga & Anime**

**7757042 LAND OF THE RISING DEAD: A Tokyo School Girl’s Guide to Surviving the Zombie Apocalypse.** By Dai Akagane et al. Get lost in a sea of the undead with this manga-style survival guide told from the perspective of four Tokyo school girls as they learn to live through a zombie infestation. From the basics of zombie knowledge to detailed location-specific plans, it’s a treasure trove of advice and lore. In B&W. 276 pages. Seven Seas. Pub. at $14.99

**$4.95**

**7933884 HOW NOT TO SUMMON A DEMON LORD, VOLUME 1.** By Yukiya Murasaki. Light Novel. In the MMORPG Cross Reverie, Takuma is so powerful that he is lauded as the “Demon Lord” by other players. Though he may be the strongest Sorcerer there is, he has no idea how to talk with other people. It is here he makes his choice: to act based on her persona from the game! Illus. 274 pages. J-Novel. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

**$5.95**

**7933886 HOW NOT TO SUMMON A DEMON LORD, VOLUME 4.** By Yukiya Murasaki. Light Novel. Diablo ends up rescuing a holy woman being pursued by a Paladin, and she turns out to be the most important person in the church. Befriending her, Diablo and the others act as her escorts until they reach Zircon Tower deep in the Demon Lord’s territory. Illus. 236 pages. J-Novel. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

**$5.95**

**7895662 LOVE IN HELL: The Complete Trilogy.** By Reiji Suzumaru. Senkawa Rintaro—a regular guy in his mid-twentieths who got a tipsy one night and fell to his death. But that is just the beginning of Rintaro’s story as he finds himself unexpectedly in Hell where he meets his guide, the painfully sexy devil Koyori in this sexy fantasy manga. Adults only. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.99

**$15.95**

**7846746 MAGIKA SWORDSMAN AND SUMMONER, VOL. 6.** By Mitsuki Mihara. Welcome to Magika Academy, where students duel with swords and magic! Mikki Swordsman and Hayashizaki enrolled after forming a binding contract with a magic-wielding diva, and though he has defeated the Ace of the Northern European Knights, his battles are far from over. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

**$4.95**

**7939098 HOW NOT TO SUMMON A DEMON LORD, VOLUME 2.** By Yukiya Murasaki. Light Novel. Along with the two girls and while a devilishly handsome Warrior, they managed to protect the town of Faltra from the looming threat of invasion by the malevolent Fallen. But the peace they brought upon the town did not last long. Illus. 274 pages. J-Novel. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

**$5.95**

**7939059 JK HARU IS A SEX WORKER IN ANOTHER WORLD.** By Ko Hiratoni. Light Novel. It started when my classmate, Chiba, tried to save me from a runaway truck and got us both killed instead. Then we got transported to another world, which I guess is like a otaku dream come true, or something? Chiba ends up with cheat abilities, and what do I get? Nothing! Lucky me, I get to be a sex worker instead. Adults only


**$5.95**

**7939392 INFINITE DENDROGRAM OMNIBUS, VOLUME 1.** By Sakon Kaidou. In the year 2045, the world’s first successful full-dive VRMMO, Infinite Dendrogram, is the hottest game on the planet. In addition to perfectly simulating all five senses, the game lives up to its title by offering a world of infinite possibilities. In B&W. 362 pages. J-Novel. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

**$5.95**

**7933765 THE EX-O-DRIVE REINCARNATION GAMES, VOLUME 1.** By Keito. Prepare to be isekai-ed away! In the not so distant future, Iskai is a way of life. The world has perfected how to hit an average teenagers with a truck to launch them into a new world for a fantasy adventure. But once that’s done, how do you keep it entertaining? Set up a televisied tournament, of course! B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

**$3.95**

**7933878 HOW NOT TO SUMMON A DEMON LORD, VOLUME 3.** By Yukiya Murasaki. Light Novel. After being summoned to another world that looks almost exactly like the MMORPG he once played, Takuma Summer and now spends his days going on adventures with Rem Galleau, the black-furred Pantherian, and Shera L. Greenwood, the Elf princess, both of whom accidentally became enslaved. Illus. 206 pages. J-Novel. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

**$5.95**

**7918631 HOLY CORPSE RISING, VOLUME 1.** By Hosana Tanaka. Fifteenth-century Rome. War has broken out between witches and humans. The Pontiff herself orders Nikola Eskalibur, a young monk who studied heretical tomes in the Church’s secret archives, to search for a way to combat the witches—by resurrecting an ancient witch! Adults only. B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

**$5.95**

**7893940 INFINITE DENDROGRAM OMNIBUS, VOLUME 2.** By Sakon Kaidou. Peplomats. Five former classmates becoming a super popular continue, but it’s easier said than done. Ultimate boss Monsters, cursed costume pieces, and a positively mad penguine are just some of the grinds in his way and then there’s the dream of pulling gacha in the not so distant future, Iseki ends up with cheat abilities, and not one of them can withstand his desire for revenge. Juliete, an activist devoted to the liberation of animals, stumbles upon the Church’s secret archives, to search for a way to combat the witches—by resurrecting an ancient witch! Adults only. B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

**$5.95**

**7868596 DARK HUNGER.** By Christine Feehan. Also includes the original novella that inspired the manga. Trapped and caged, Riordan’s honor is compromised by his captors, and not one of them can withstand his desire for revenge. Juliete, an activist devoted to the liberation of animals, stumbles upon the Church’s secret archives, to search for a way to combat the witches—by resurrecting an ancient witch! Adults only. B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

**$5.95**

**7868994 DESIRE PANDORA, VOLUME 1.** By Akira Hikuzi. A bold, uncensored fetish fantasy unfurls between Takai Tsukasa, his neighbor Chika, the demon Roselia, and a cast of demon girls who are hungry for more than just souls and power. In B&W. Chobi-Chobi. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99

**$9.95**

**7939393 INFINITE DENDROGRAM OMNIBUS, VOLUME 1.** By Sakon Kaidou. In the year 2045, the world’s first successful full-dive VRMMO, Infinite Dendrogram, is the hottest game on the planet. In addition to perfectly simulating all five senses, the game lives up to its title by offering a world of infinite possibilities. In B&W. 362 pages. J-Novel. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

**$5.95**

**SOLD OUT**

**4849949 DESIRE PANDORA, VOLUME 1.** By Akira Hikuzi. A bold, uncensored fetish fantasy unfurls between Takai Tsukasa, his neighbor Chika, the demon Roselia, and a cast of demon girls who are hungry for more than just souls and power. In B&W. Chobi-Chobi. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99

**$9.95**
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7933916 IN ANOTHER WORLD WITH MY SMARTPHONE, VOLUME 2. By Patora Fuyuhara. Light Novel. After a freak accident involving some lightning winds up zapping him dead, 15 year old Mochizuki wakes up to find himself face to face with God. God says that he can reincarnate Mochizuki into a world of fantasy, and as a bonus, he gets to bring his smartphone with him. Illus. J-Novel. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

7941587 THE HIDDEN DUNGEON ONLY I CAN ENTER, VOLUME 2. By Meguru Seto. After secretly training in a hidden dungeon, Nori managed to pass the entrance exam for the Hero Academy. Yet despite having inherited powerful skills from a legendary adventurer, Nori’s lower social standing means that all of the other students and, especially, content to shun him—all that is except for Maria, daughter of a duke. B&W. 222 pages. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

7941781 THE WEAKEST CONTESTANT OF ALL SPACE AND TIME, VOLUME 1. By Masato Hisa. Hitomu is a young salaryman with a monotonous life until he is transported to another world. Now he’s forced to fight to the death in an interdimensional gladiator tournament! Adults only. B&W. 190 pages. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

7939324 IN ANOTHER WORLD WITH MY SMARTPHONE, VOLUME 2. By Patora Fuyuhara. Light Novel. Undeterred by his untimely death on Earth, 15 year old Mochizuki continues to meander along in a new world. He now has the power to summon anything from his smartphone. Unfortunately, the man has assembled a motley crew of adventurers including the timid Ruby, two all-American teenagers who love dressing up as their favorite manga characters. Their passion for cosplay takes them to Japan, where they plan to buy one of their idol’s dresses online. B&W. 150 pages. Manga University. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $5.95

★ 7874162 BATTLE ANGEL ALITA, VOLUME 3. By Yukito Kishiro. After leaving her father figure Dr. Ido, Alita rises to stardom in the brutal world of Motorball, a deadly sport pit ting cyborg warriors against each other in fatal combat. The final showdown against reigning champion Jasung t ells Alita’s panzerkunst fighting technique. B&W. 304 pages. Kodansha. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ 7874170 BATTLE ANGEL ALITA, VOLUME 4. By Yukito Kishiro. Confronting Desty Nova, the exiled Zalemite scientist, Alita finds out what happened to Dr. Ido. Seeking revenge against Alita, Zapan is possessed by the Berserker body. He becomes the “karma magic flesh” and continues his old Berserker body and Alita must fight him. B&W. 320 pages. Kodansha. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95


7941544 GIGANT, VOLUME 6. By Hiroya Ooku. By vanquishing the three “Gods of Destruction” that assailed Tokyo, Chiho secured her place as Japan’s national hero, a figure of admiration worldwide. But that casts an uncomfortable shadow on her relationship with Rei, a high schooler several years her junior. Adults only. B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $5.95

★ 7872759 BOOTY ROYALE, VOLUMES 7-8. By Rui Takato. Female fighters from all across the world have gathered to meet in the Ultimate Beauty and Power showdown! Can K-cup karate idol Haebaru Missa knock her way into the finals? Wardrobe malfunctions and total knock-outs abound. It’s wall to wall girl on girl action from bell to bell! Adults only. In B&W. Ghost Ship. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

7878486 SHOMIN SAMPLE, VOLUME 11. By Takulami Nanatsuki. It’s Kimito’s duty as the “Sample Commoner” to introduce elements of his world to the highborn young ladies at Selkain Academy, and when he exposes them to various examples of social media, Aika finally sees her chance to take her turn in the spotlight. B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

7915772 TOKYO REVENGERS, VOLUME 1-2. By Ken Wakui. Watching the news, Hanagaki learns his junior-high girlfriend Tachibana has died. A sudden show he sent him 12 years into the past to face the Tokyo Manji Gang that once made his life hell, which is also responsible for Tachibana’s death in the present. B&W. 230 pages. Vertical. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95

7941722 A SCHOOL FROZEN IN TIME, VOLUME 1. By Mizuki Tsujimura. On a snowy school day like any other, classmates and childhood friends Hiroshi and Mizuki were sent to school to find the campus eerily empty. Before long, they find themselves trapped inside with all the clocks have stopped at a very specific moment—the exact time when a former classmate jumped off the school roof to their death. B&W. 230 pages. Vertical. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95

★ 7871031 MOB PSYCHO 100, VOLUME 1. Ed. by Carl Gustav Horn. Do you need an exorcist who works cheap? Reigen’s your guy! What’s his secret to busting ghosts while keeping prices low? Well, first, he’s a fraud, and second, he pays the guy who’s got the real power—his student assistant Shigeo—less than minimum wage. Reigen knows his former student’s expressionless face will secure his place as Japan’s national hero, a figure of admiration worldwide. But that casts an uncomfortable shadow on his relationship with Rei, a high schooler several years her junior. Adults only. B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99 $8.95


7883889 MUSCLES ARE BETTER THAN MAGIC! VOLUME 3. By Doraneko. The Magic Battle Tournament has begun! Fila’s eheiral elfin beauty makes her an instant crowd favorite, but Yuiri’s muscles aren’t getting the appreciation the thinkers deserve. Can he beat the crap out of his remarkably magical opponents and show the spectators the true splendor of muscle magic? B&W. 190 pages. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95
Manga & Anime

794165X MY LOVE-DOVEY WIFE IS A STONE COLD KILLER, VOLUME 2. By Donlent Kosaka. Balancing work and family time can be tricky, even with a mundane career, so it’s no surprise that it’s a struggle for professional assassin Setsuna. But when the whole family—except for hubby—is in the business, it just gets that much trickier! B&W. 130 pages. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

★ 1937588 THE GHOST IN THE SHELL, VOLUME 1. By Shirow Masamune. Major Motoko Kusanagi is charged to track down the craziest and most dangerous terrorists anyone has seen, ‘her criminals’—including ‘host hackers’ who are capable of exploiting the human/machine interface and reprogramming humans to become puppets to carry out the hackers’ criminal ends. When he tracks down one, the Puppeteer, her quest leads her into a world beyond technology where the very nature of consciousness and the human soul are turned upside down.

7832919 YOUNG MISS HOLMES: Casebook 5-7. By KAoru Shintani. While her parents are abroad, Crystal “Christie” Hope turns her restless, curious mind to the cases of her uncle Sherlock Holmes. Dark secrets emerge from the past of her loyal maids, as well as surprising revelations about the Hope family, and Christie herself must confront her future as a noble, high-society lady. All before her parents return home. B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

794151X THE EX-DRIVE REINCARNATION GAMES, VOLUME 2. By Kakeru. Semi-final winner Sumioka Shito is ready to ride his laurels to total victory, but he has one last hurdle in his way: the Dark-Horse driver, Onizuka Tenma. Backed by the antichthon, an organization of particularly savage drivers, Tenma’s strategies to win the Iseki Game are ruthless. B&W. 178 pages. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95


793385X ALICE IN THE COUNTRY OF CLOVER, VOL. 1: Knight’s Knowledge. By QuinRose. After finally settling in the Country of Hearts, Alice’s world is turned upside-down yet again when the landmasses shift into the Country of Clover! She isn’t the only one mourning the loss—Ace was dragged to Clover alongside her, leaving him without Julius, the one confidant who seemed able to hold him together. B&W. 130 pages. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99 $5.95

7949014 ROSE HIP ROSE, VOLUME 2. By Tofuru Fujisawa. Kasumi Asakura, the 17-year-old secret weapon of the police force, has set the serial killer the Sheep behind bars. But behind every sheep is a shepherd, and this one’s gunning for Kasumi. The rose tattoo on his hand suggests he may be connected to the terrorists who skv Adams—a to the past Kasumi can’t remember. B&W. TOKYOPOP. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $5.95

★ 7872390 HOMUNCULUS, VOLUME 1-2. By Hideo Yamamoto. Nakoshi spends his days with the homeless and his nights in his vehicle, having little to his name. When a medical student begins to stalk him, offering to pay Nakoshi a significant sum of cash to undergo a strange surgical procedure, Nakoshi declines. But after his beloved car is towed, he finally agrees to take the offer and subjects himself to the operating table. B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99 $18.95

★ 786214X BATTLE ANGEL ALITA, VOLUME 1. By Yukito Kishiro. Far beneath the shimmering space-city of Zalem lie the trash-heaps of The Shell. Here, cyber-doctor and bounty hunter Daisuke Ido finds the head and torso of an amnesic cyborg girl. He names her Alita, vows to fill her life with beauty, but in a moment of desperation, a fragment of Alita’s mysterious past awakens in her. B&W. 336 pages. Kodansha. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

7833749 CLOCKWORK PLANET, VOLUME 2. By Y. Kamiya & T. Himana. Light Novel. Three weeks after the attempted purge of Kyoto Grid, Marie receives a mysterious transmission. She heads to the Grid to investigate with Halter, Naoto and TyuZU, but what they find is something none of them could ever have anticipated. Illus. 292 pages. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99 $6.95


★ 7752407 MIGHT AS WELL CHEAT, VOLUME 4. By Munnun. Tauro has been exercising in another world with his level healing ability, visiting brothels and attending the operator school to learn to pilot mecha like robots. Suddenly, the Knight Corps rejects him and refuses to further his training, but another organization interested in his talents continues his middle aged fantasy life. Adults only. In B&W. 160 pages. Ghost Ship. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99 $5.95

7761694 CREATURE GIRLS, VOLUME 6. By Daisuke Ido. After Daisuke finds his way to the strange looking people his plan for his new life in another world: “I’m going to be the Creature Girl Harem King!” To the surprise of many, he’s pulling it off, gaining all kinds of non-human lovers and followers to his side with both his charisma and scientific know-how. Adults only. In B&W. 160 pages. Ghost Ship. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99 $6.95

★ SOLD OUT

7883811 KARATE SURVIVOR IN ANOTHER WORLD, VOLUME 2. By Yazin. After fighting his way through a goblin-filled forest, the nomad known as Nozaki has finally reached civilization. Thanks to his karate skills and knowledge of Earth’s technology, the future adventurers’ guild accepts him, and he quickly joins the most powerful party in the region. B&W. 172 pages. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $3.95

 Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99 $5.95
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correspondent, lays a bouquet of flowers on the tomb of one Adolf Kamil. The elderly gentleman from Japan, a former news

Manga & Anime

7853781 HOUR OF THE ZOMBIE, VOLUME 4. By Tsukasa Saimura. Zombies are running amok in the gym. Houjou tries to wipe them out, decimating Igarashi, who trusted him after discovering his girlfriend, Himehana, was among the walking dead. Just as the infected students’ rage towards Houjou reaches its peak, the embittered Himehana kisses Houjou’s lips and bites them. Will her kiss bring life or death to the student council president? In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

785379X HOUR OF THE ZOMBIE, VOLUME 5. By Tsukasa Saimura. After the zombie massacre at the gym, the students finally get a chance to catch their breath. But in the calm after the storm, questions begin to arise. Just what sort of creatures have the infected students become? And what began as frenzied stampedes, the “zombies” still try to keep their loved ones safe. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

7853800 THE SNACK WHO LOVED A SPARROW. By Nia Natsumi. As a sparrow, there’s one thing Komazu knows about snakes: they eat small birds. When he encounters Shirato, the white snake, he expects the worst—but instead of trying to eat him, Shirato saves him from a boar stampede. Komazu realizes he’s misjudged snakes and decides to learn more about Shirato—the two grow closer, first as friends and then as something more. Adults only. Love x Love. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

788379X LORD MARKMAS AND VANADIS, VOL. 5. By Tsukasa Kawaguchi. The Silver Meteor Force is in mortal danger. The Black Knight Roland has never been bested, but now Tigre and the war maiden Elen find themselves face to face with him in battle. In the aftermath, Tigre must survive both a grave wound and a wily goddess of darkness in order to gain the power to fight another day. B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

7883808 STRAY ACCIDENTS. By J.C.ARAIGN. A graveyard in Israel covered hatchets, and all the skeletons from the darkest depths of your closest, and prepare for an eerie adventure into the creepiest corners of comics history! Collects Creepy #1–5. B&W. 248 pages. Dark Horse. 8½x11½”. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

7883816 PLUNGE. By Joe Hill. In 1983, a drifting ship, the Derleth, vanished near the Arctic Circle. Decades later, it has begun sending a distress call. Tracing the signal a salvage crew are joined by a marine biologist and oil executive to learn what caused the disappearance and recover the bodies of the crew, only to find that the men aren’t dead! Even if they’re also not quite alive. Collects Plunge #1–4. Archie Comics. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

7900244 MESSAGE TO ADOLF. By Osamu Tezuka. A graveyard in Israel has an unlikely visitor. The elderly gentleman from Japan, a former news correspondent, lays a bouquet of flowers on the tomb of one Adolf Kamill. For he remembers his tale of three: Adults; Kamill; Kaufmann, and the Fuhrer. B&W. 448 pages. Vertical Press. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95


7908350 DUCKTALES: Mysteries and Mailards. By J. Cavaliere & J.Caramagna. Scrooge’s treasure hunts can lead to some pretty spooky places, and spooky comes in all sorts of packages. But whether they’re trying to ouwit the ghost of Nosferatu, discover the creepy secret of the Pumpkin People, or solve the mystery of a town where not everything is what it seems, Scrooge and the gang have it covered. Collects Ducks Tales #3–5. Ages 7 & up. IDW Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

7599120 WHEN I GROW UP. The Lost Autobiographies of Six Yiddish Teenagers. By Ken Kriesten. Based on over six decades of newly discovered, never before published autobiographies of Eastern European Jewish teens on the brink of WWII found in 2017 hidden in a Lithuanian church cellar. Long thought destroyed, these written as entries for three competitions held in Eastern Europe in the 1930s. 232 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $28.00 $7.95

7870337 ACCIDENTAL CZAR: The Life and Lies of Vladimir Putin. By Andrew Weiss. Shows how Putin has successfully cast himself as a cunning, larger than life political mastermind—and how the rest of the world has played into the Kremlin’s hand by treating him as one. Shatters all of these myths and exposes the man behind the facade. 251 pages. First Second. Pub. at $28.99 $7.95

7830076 GUN HONEY: Blood for Blood. By Charles Ardai. Joanna Tan is back, sexier and deadlier than ever. They call her Gun Honey. But this time, somebody else is planting the weapons. Somebody who’s causing a lot of trouble. And with Joanna’s MQ, the authorities are making her their number one suspect. Adults only. Hard Case Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

7900244 MESSAGE TO ADOLF. By Osamu Tezuka. A graveyard in Israel has an unlikely visitor. The elderly gentleman from Japan, a former news correspondent, lays a bouquet of flowers on the tomb of one Adolf Kamill. For he remembers his tale of three: Adults; Kamill; Kaufmann, and the Fuhrer. B&W. 448 pages. Vertical Press. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95
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**9184059** THE COMPLETE MAUS: A Survivor’s Tale. By Art Spiegelman. Gathers the complete cartoon strips of his brilliantly unique account of the Holocaust which portrays the Nazis as cats and the Jews as mice, telling the story of Vladek Spiegelman, a Jewish survivor of Hitler’s Europe, and his son, a cartoonist coming to terms with his father’s story. In B&W. 295 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

**7908385** GLOW VS THE STAR PRIMAS. By Tim Howard. Zoya the Destroya, Liberty Belle, the rest of your favorite gorgeous ladies (and Sam, of course), find out there’s no such thing as “free” when they face off against new opponents: real lady wrestlers! It’s new fights. New Tights. And new drama! Collects GLOW #1-14. ILL Publishing. 6/32x1/4. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $5.95

**7915594** HEARTBEAT. By Maria Llovet. Eva, a high school outcast, finds herself witness to a horrible secret: the most popular boy in school enjoys the taste of blood and will kill to get his hands on it. Collects HEARTBEAT #1-5. BOOM! Studios. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $5.95

**7784333** A BOY’S OWN STORY. By Edmund White. A classic coming of age story, but with a twist: the young protagonist is growing up gay during one of the most oppressive periods in American history. Set in the time and place of White’s adolescence in the Midwest of the 1950s. Not merely about gay identity but the pain of being a child in a fractured family, White looks for an anything but stable world. Adults only. 258 pages. Top Shelf. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**7807244** THE LONELY WAR OF CAPT. WILLY SCHULTZ. By Will Franz. An American soldier of German heritage finds himself on the wrong side of World War II in this sweeping epic. This war story is, at its heart, an anti-war story and a story about universal human nature in the hellhole of war. Fully illus. in color. 228 pages. Dark Horse. Pub. at $49.99 $37.95

**792237X** YOU HAVE KILLED ME. By J.S. Rich & J. Jones. Antonio is a private eye by trade, a man bad luck seems to follow, as evidenced by his newest client: Jessica, who wants her missing sister, Julie—Antonio’s former lover—found as soon as possible. As the bodies start piling up, Antonio has no choice but to see the case through to its end, or become one of its casualties. In B&W. 180 pages. Oni Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $5.95

**7916612** PREACHER, BOOK FIVE. By Garth Ennis. Follows the epic journey of the Reverend Jesse Custer as he tracks down a fugitive God to make him answer for the sufferings of His creation. From the scrubblands of east Texas to the battlefields of Vietnam, Jesse and his friends cut a righteous path across a fallen world and through the soul of America. Collects Black Canary #1-12 and DC Sneak Peek: Black Canary #1. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95


**7948417** IN THE HELL OF INDIANAPOLIS: Michel Vaillant, Legendary Races. By Denis Lapiere. Indianapolis, 1966. The competition promises to be fierce, but the two drivers, Michel Vaillant and Steve Warner, are confident. The two don’t know it yet, but they will become the targets of underhanded maneuvers in a race that is about to go down in history as one of the most dramatic ever. 64 pages. Cinebook. 8/8x11/4. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95


**7895767** TWO-FISTED TALES, VOLUME 1: The EC Archives. By Harvey Kurtzman et al. Creates the powerful stories of struggle and humanity that are considered to be among the best war stories ever told. Collects Two-Fisted Tales #1-18. 477 pages. Dark Horse. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**7878036** DOCTOR RADAR. By Noel Simsolo. Paris, 1920. The seemingly unrelated deaths of several rocket scientists arouse the suspicions of Ferdinand Strauss, the Gentleman Detective. Strauss is determined to uncover the link between the deaths. All fingers point to a mysterious Doctor Radar. Titan. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/917
1909975 BOOK OF ADRIA. By R. Brooks & M. Burns. This tome includes dozen of original illustrations and new lore about the demons, beasts, risen dead, and angels that roam the world of Sanctuary and the realms beyond. Shows the ways of forbidden magic and provides arcane knowledge about the creatures of the game. It also documents Adria’s personal quest for power. In B&W. Blizzard. Pub. at $29.99.

**$7.95**


**$12.95**

7395035 PATHFINDER PLAYTEST RULEBOOK. Ed. by Judy Bauer et al. This rulebook contains everything you need to create and advance your Pathfinder Playtest character from level 1 to 20, as well as hundreds of new and updated spells, magic items, feats, and Game Master rules necessary to run a complete Pathfinder Playtest campaign! Illus. in color. 428 pages. Paizo. 8¼x11. Pub. at $44.99.

**$29.95**

7896274 THE GAME MASTER’S BOOK OF ASTONISHING RANDOM TABLES. By Ben Egleff et al. More than 300 random tables designed to help you build a new world from scratch or take your existing RPG campaign to new levels of creativity and excitement, plus three exciting one-shot adventures! So relax, unwind, and unleash the unknown. Illus. 288 pages. Media Lab. 8¼x11. Pub. at $24.99.

**$15.95**

7935056 SONIC THE HEDGEHOG ENCYCLO-SPEED-IA. By Ian Flynn. Celebrate the twenty-five-year anniversary of Sonic the Hedgehog with this historical retrospective that explores nearly every one of the blue spee...

**Blu-ray 7929382 SEGA, VOL. 1: The Complete History.** Widescreen. Originally released in the choice of the five films of the SEGA Saga. The ten short films showcase the creation of arcade classics such as Daytona USA, Outrun, Super Hang On, House of the Dead, Alter Burner and Space Harrier. Along side these are nostalgic home console franchises such as Streets of Rage and Altered Beast. Also includes Congo Bongo and Seaman. Over 5 hours. Enjoy the Ride. Pub. at $29.98 $5.95


**790083X BIGBYS PRESENTS: Glory of the Giants.** By Makenzie De Armas et al. The famous wizard Bigby unveils the secrets of the giants, presenting their history, myths, society, and realms in the worlds of Dungeons & Dragons. Players will find a wealth of giant-themed character options, and Dungeon Masters will gain inspiration for bringing giants from maps of giant-built cites of tremendous treasures and intriguing tinkeet in a giant’s bag. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. $44.95

**7770127 Dungeons & Dragons: MYTHIC ODYSSEYS OF THEROS.** Ed. by Misty Bourne et al. Choose a supernatural gift that sets you on the path of destiny, align yourself with one of Theros’ fifteen gods, and carve a tale of bravery and adventure across the domains of mortals, gods, and the dead. For use with the fifth edition Dungeons & Dragons. Well illus., in color. 256 pages. Wizards of the Coast. 8½x11. Pub. at $49.95 $37.95

**778112 THE WORLD OF CYBERPUNK 2077.** By Marcin Batylda. Step into a dystopian future where violence, oppression, and cyberware implants aren’t just common—they’re necessary tools to get ahead. Explore the various districts, gangs, and history of Night City. Learn all there is to know about the technology of tomorrow and research the cybernetics, weapons, and vehicles of Cyberpunk 2077. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. $25.95

**777444 DUNGEONS & DRAGONS STICKERLOGY: Legendary Stickers of Monsters, Magical Items, and More.** Immerse yourself in the world of Dungeons & Dragons with stickers suitable for adorning notebooks, personalizing accessories, and decorating out character sheets. Clarkson Potter. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**7933444 THE WILD BEYOND THE WITCHLIGHT: A Feywild Adventure.** By Stacey Allan et al. Takes adventurers from the Witchlight Carnival to Prisms, a Feywild delight. Comes with a poster map that shows the carnival on one side, and Prisms on the other. Well illus. in color. 252 pages. Wizards of the Coast. 8½x11. Pub. at $49.95 $22.95

**737407 MONSTERS, ALIENS, AND HOLES IN THE GROUND: A Guide to Tabletop Roleplaying Games from D&D to Mothership.** By Stu Horvath. Covers more than 300 different RPGs that have been published in the last five decades. In a decade by decade breakdown, Horvath chronicles how RPGs have evolved in the time between their inception and the present day, offering a deep and gratifying glimpse into a hobby that has changed the way we think about games and play. Well illus. in color. 440 pages. MIT Press. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $49.95

**1978179 SHADOAN.** Explore the mysterious and intricate J.R.R. Tolkien-type world of Shadoan. Gather the five lost pieces of an ancient amulet and discover its magical powers. Finally attempt to destroy the evil wizard Tolkock by allowing Prince Lathan to reunite with Princess Grace. Use your remote control to play on your DVD player. Digital Leisure. $3.95

**1979893 THE ART OF HEARTHSTONE, VOLUME III: Year of the Mammoth.** By Robert Brooks. Chronicles the artistic achievements that infused the Year of the Mammoth. Artists, developers, technical wizards, and cinematic geniuses gave players the chance to explore the exotic wilds in Journey to Un’goro, challenge the Lich King in Knight of the Frozen Throne, and plunder the empire of Kobolds & Catacombs. Fully illus. in color. 252 pages. Blizzard. 11¾x10¼. Pub. at $30.00 $11.95
The service industry can be a hellish place, but sometimes a heavenly angel appears to fulfill all your customer needs. A divine waitress with her soft, slender legs appearing out of her Qipao dress, a generous hot spring hostess washing the backs of her excited customers. These full-figured women will get paid doing the job they love. Adults only. B&W. 162 pages. Seven Seas.

BROTHELS! VOL. 2.

By Kuro Itsuki. Sweet but awkward college student Asumi never got over her childhood crush on her old friend Mai. She's mortified by the memory of their first kiss, which couldn't have gone worse. When she discovers that Mai may be working at a brothel, she sees her chance for redemption. Adults only. B&W. 162 pages. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

BROTHELS! VOL. 3.

By Kuro Itsuki. Asumi's got a problem. Well, two. First off, she's been desperately scouring the city in search of her childhood crush, Mai, who she knows works in a brothel. Now her search has dropped a whole new problem into her lap: she's gone of her childhood crush, Mai, who she knows works in a brothel. Now she's obsessed with the memory of their first kiss, which couldn't have gone worse. When she discovers that Mai may be working at a brothel, she sees her chance for redemption. Adults only. B&W. 162 pages. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

ASUMI-CHAN IS INTERESTED IN LESBIAN BROTHELS! VOL. 1.

By Kuro Itsuki. Sweet but awkward college student Asumi never got over her childhood crush on her old friend Mai. She's mortified by the memory of their first kiss, which couldn't have gone worse. When she discovers that Mai may be working at a brothel, she sees her chance for redemption. Adults only. B&W. 162 pages. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

ASUMI-CHAN IS INTERESTED IN LESBIAN BROTHELS! VOL. 2.

By Kuro Itsuki. Sweet but awkward college student Asumi never got over her childhood crush on her old friend Mai. She's mortified by the memory of their first kiss, which couldn't have gone worse. When she discovers that Mai may be working at a brothel, she sees her chance for redemption. Adults only. B&W. 162 pages. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99
CONQUEST: The Art of Brocal Remohi. Contains some previously unreleased illustrations, a series of unicorn sketches which were to be eventually finished, and the last of Remohi’s inked illustrations which were being done for this collection. He died in 2002 at the age of 66 in Valencia, Spain. Adults only. SOP 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95

CREATURE GIRLS, VOLUME 8. By Kakeru. Daisuke wants to be the Creature Girl Harem King, and has no interest in joining his coterie of demi-human beauties, a result of whatever trauma his past has inflicted on him. The very thought of having to deal with them, however, terrifies him. Despite the centaurs’ deeply unorthodox approach to sexuality and gender roles, Daisuke’s managed to establish a position for himself. Adults only. B&W. Ghost Ship. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

DO YOU LIKE BIG GIRLS? VOLUME 7. By Goro Azome. Momoni is a new girl, but her reputation—both as a volleyball player and a total brat—precedes her! After causing a scene at the Hokuei summer festival, Momoni is forced to join Sota’s team. Sota’s a lucky dog, as the other girls in his harem cannot stand Momoni, especially after she sticks her nose into Sanae’s weight and relationship problems! Adults only. B&W. Ghost Ship. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

ERONINJA SCROLLS, VOLUME 5. By Arantza et al. Pasco the Pekar has just the collection of work for you! Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95

ERONINJA SCROLLS, VOLUME 4: A Gallery Girls Collection. By Arantza et al. Ahoy, maties! Within these pages you’ll find a sea of cuteness to be explored. From cute to erotic, this collection will inspire you to explore the waves of Steampunk. Adults only. B&W. Fantagraphics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95


POSTCARD GIRLS! Oh, the Places You’ll Go! By José A. Cano. Roam the world and see the hottest, and the most provocative girls, rendered in exquisite and loving detail. Traveling has never been this much fun. Adults only. Full color. SOP 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95

PUCkER: The Seductive Art of Matt Busch. You’ve seen his work grace the posters, books, and comics of such notable properties as Star Wars and Witchblade. Now, the critically acclaimed ‘Redbrush’ Star of Illustration introduces a new side to his art, sharing over 100 pieces of his most glamorous, sexiest pin-up paintings. Adults only. SOP. 9x12. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

SELL OUT

JACK FULL HOUSE: ONE: Pretty Ladies. This cohesive collection of poster portraits has a decidedly old-fashioned sensibility. Drawn in a predominantly pale palette, his alluring subjects seem to spring off the page as though emerging from the paper itself. Meticulously yet sparingly drawn. Adults only. 48 pages. SOP. 9x12. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95

SELL OUT

JACK THE ART OF STEAMPUNK. By Haruki. The author wants to be the Creature Girl Harem King, and the next candidate to emerge from the paper itself. Meticulously yet sparingly drawn. Adults only. 48 pages. SOP. 9x12. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95


JACK THE ART OF JOE PKEAR, VOLUME ONE: Naughty Girls! If you enjoy pillow-fights, panty-pulls, and pretty girls all in a row, Pekar has just the collection of work for you! Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. SOP 9x12. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95

SELL OUT

THE ART OF JOE PKEAR, VOLUME One. Naughty Girls! If you enjoy pillow-fights, panty-pulls, and pretty girls all in a row, Pekar has just the collection of work for you! Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. SOP 9x12. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95


HOW TO SUMMON A DEMON LORD, VOLUME 3. By Yukiya Murasaki. Diablo, Rem, and Sera have arrived at the Bridge of Ulug only to discover that an army of Fallen are marching towards Falkra! This should be no problem for a powerful demon lord like Diablo—except that Diablo is actually Takuma, a video game addict who’s in way over his head. Will Diablo’s stats hold up in a real-life battle? Adults only. B&W. 200 pages. Seven Seas Entertainment. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

CALL GIRL IN ANOTHER WORLD, VOLUME 5. By Masahiro Morio. The Dark Lord Bastark confronts the Hero Cult! The great sword Gokadian, and its ability to absorb magic, may prove decisive in this world-shaking battle! But more important to all that—the princess summons Yuzuki to the castle for lessons. Adults only. B&W. 176 pages. Ghost Ship. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99 $10.95

SELL OUT

SELL OUT
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SELL OUT
Great Comics at Great Prices!

Order all you want for one low $4.00 Postage & Handling charge.
To allow the lowest prices, we do no billing and do not accept credit cards. However, the same items may be obtained online from www.HamiltonBook.com using MasterCard, VISA, or PayPal.